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Business Study and the assistance of professional advisors is recommended.
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Executive Office in New York City.
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INTRODUCTION

The size of the Spanish economy and its growth rate in the past decade,
coupled with a gradual liberalization of controls, have attracted many United
States companies to the country. From an essentially agrarian economy,
isolated for a quarter of a century from the rest of Europe, Spain is moving
towards rapid industrialization. Commencing with a stabilization program
in 1959, national economic policy has swung to the liberalization of trade,
the opening of the country as a major world market, and the encouragement
of foreign investment in the country.
Reestablishing ties with its European neighbors, in 1959 Spain joined the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the International
Monetary Fund, and the World Bank. I n 1962 i t applied for associate
membership i n the European Common Market. Although not accepted,
Spain is currently negotiating a six-year trade agreement with the EEC that
may lead eventually to a permanent association. I n 1963 Spain became a
signatory to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. A n Economic and
Social Development Plan, introduced in 1964, has helped to guide investment in the economy to accomplish a more balanced growth. The targets of
the first plan, which covered the 1964-67 period, have been met or surpassed
except for the agricultural sector.
As a result, 32 million Spaniards have been experiencing rapid improvements in their living standards while the Spanish economy itself has been
growing as rapidly as any in Europe. National per capita income, under $300
in 1960, nearly doubled to $570 in 1966; annual growth of gross national
product averaged 9% between 1960 and 1966. The most dynamic sectors
have been basic metals and engineering products, reflecting a heavy demand
for consumer durables.
Yet the country has not escaped the vicissitudes of rapid growth. Swelling
demand within the country caused liberalized imports to climb rapidly. In
1965 these grew by 34%, by another 19% in 1966, reaching $3.5 billion in
that year. Exports, while also growing rapidly reached only $1.2 billion by
1966. Other transactions have failed to offset the deficit i n the trade
balance. Within the country, the cost of living index, set at 100 in 1958,
reached 165 in 1966. Overheating of the economy and the U.K. devaluation
culminated in a 14.3% devaluation in November of 1967 and a consequent
deflation.
iv
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The first and most important measures to deflate the economy were taken
early in 1967 when credit restrictions were enforced that led to a considerable slowing of nearly all sectors of the economy. The devaluation of the
peseta in November 1967 did not have any immediate repercussions on
Spain's interior economy. For income tax purposes, the exchange losses
suffered by firms with foreign currency liabilities may be written off in equal
annual installments over a period of five years. Most Spanish firms have
adopted this method in their published accounts.
United States companies, as exporters or investors, have shared in the past
growth of the Spanish economy. The United States is the main supplier,
accounting for about 17% of all Spanish imports. According to American
officials in Spain, the United States, as of the spring of 1967, was the source
of 40% of the total foreign investment in Spain, or about $500 million.
These investments have been made under a changing pattern of controls
on foreign investments. The overall trend in the past decade has been toward
greater liberalization on investments from abroad, though in certain industries controls have become more stringent. For certain types of investments
from foreign or domestic sources, in certain sections of the country, incentives are offered principally in the form of tax waivers. Nonetheless, the
principal incentive remains the size and expansion rate of the Spanish
economy. Once approved, investors in Spain are permitted free transfer of
dividends and other profits from the country, with the exception of profits
from real estate transactions, and from investments prior to July 27, 1959.
However, recent legislation following on the devaluation of the peseta has
restricted dividends payable out of income for the years of 1967 and 1968
to the amount paid for 1966 and, if none had been paid for that year, to 5%
of the paid up capital. All remittances of dividends to foreign stockholders
require the approval of the Spanish Foreign Exchange Institute. In practice,
this approval tends to be withheld where the majority stockholders are
foreigners and the dividend exceeds 25% of the paid up capital.
Foreigners may hold 100% interest in companies in an approved list of
industries, provided they meet the same technical standards and production
capacities set for Spanish companies.
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GEOGRAPHY
Topographically, Spain is an island, isolated from the rest of Europe by a
300 mile strip of Pyrenees Mountains. A t the present time, these mountains
are crossed by roads at only ten passes.
Area. The country, which occupies five-sixths of the Iberian Peninsula, is
the third largest in Europe. Metropolitan Spain covers 196,607 square miles,
broken into forty-seven peninsular provinces and three insular provinces —
the Balearic Islands i n the Mediterranean, and the Canary Islands in the
Atlantic Ocean o f f the northwest coast of Africa. Four African provinces
constitute another estimated 120,000 square miles.
Boundaries and Location. Spain is located between the latitudes of 36°
and 44° north. The country is bordered on the west by Portugal, and to the
northeast by France and the Pyrenees. Other boundaries are the Mediterranean Sea t o the east and south, the Bay of Biscay to the north, and the
Atlantic Ocean at the northwest corner.
A t the southernmost tip o f the peninsula lies Gibraltar. Twenty miles
separate this point from the continent of Africa.
Geographic Features and Regions. Spain is essentially a mountainous
country, moderated by the two extensive plateaus of Old and New Castile,
and the two river valleys o f the Guadalquivir and the Ebro. Bordered on
three sides by water, the country has an extremely long coastline w i t h good
beaches and ports.
1. Catalonia and the Ebro River Valley. This area in the northeast has a
coastline on the Mediterranean Sea. Since the Middle Ages, Catalonia has
been Spain's most active industrial and commercial center. Barcelona, the
country's principal industrial city and port is located i n Catalonia. The
province is a fertile area of small farms and prosperous tenant farmers. The
Ebro River valley cuts across this region; this plus extensive irrigation make
it a good farming area.
2. Northern Coastal Region. This area stretches from Galicia in the
extreme northwest through Asturias, the Basque Provinces, to Navarre, and
3
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on to the Pyrenees. The northern coastal region contains mountains, fertile
valleys, and large sections of pasture land and forests. This region also
contains the most important mineral deposits in the country, is the major
fishing region and, industrially, it compares favorably with Catalonia.
3. Levante — Southeastern

Mediterranean

Coastal Belt. This region lies

south of Catalonia. The principal cities located here are Valencia and Murcia.
Irrigation has made this region one of the most productive agricultural areas
of the country. Important export crops of fruits and vegetables are grown
here, principally on small farms. There is some industry in and around
Valencia which is also an important seaport.
4. Central Plains — Meseta. This plateau area occupies almost two-fifths
of the country. It is composed of Old and New Castile, Leon and Estremadura. Largely unprosperous and sparsely populated, Old Castile is the very
heart of Spanish culture and language. New Castile comprises the southern
section of the central plain. Madrid, the capital, is located here.
The plateau rises as it stretches eastward to join the mountainous areas of
Cuenca and Soria, then descends across rugged cliffs to the coastal lowland.
Much of the area is devoted to pasture lands. The more fertile districts,
however, constitute the most important wheat growing regions of the
country. There is little industry in the region, except in and near Madrid.
5. Andalusia. This region covers almost the entire southern portion of
Spain; most of it is mountainous and uncultivatable. Exceptions are the
valley of the Guadalquivir River, where figs, olives, almonds and other
subtropical plants grow, and other valleys that have been irrigated. Seville,
the region's major city, has some industrial and other commercial facilities,
and this region also contains considerable mineral wealth.
Climate. Spain has strongly contrasting climatic conditions due mainly to
the great variations in relief. Regional differences range from snowcapped
mountains to lush subtropical lands. The northern coastal regions have a
maritime climate: mild winters, cool summers and heavy rainfall; the central
plains have long and cold winters, hot and dry summers, and limited rainfall;
in the subtropical south and southeast, winter hardly exists at all.
The average yearly rainfall for the entire country is the lowest in Western
Europe. Areas where the sun shines 300 days a year constitute one of the
country's attractions to tourists. In general, Spain is hot and dry in summer
4
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and moderate in winter, except for some weeks of extreme cold on the
central plains. July and August are poor months to visit Spain, except at
seaside resorts. Madrid is best in late spring or fall, Seville in April and May.
Time Differential — United States and Spain. Spain is in the Greenwich

mean time belt. This puts it six hours ahead of Eastern Standard Time, in
New York, and nine hours ahead of Rocky Mountain Time. During daylight savings time in the United States, these differentials are reduced by
one hour.
NATURAL RESOURCES

Spain is not as lush a country as, say, France. Its dramatic landscape poses
problems for mechanized farming. In addition to the mountainous terrain,
inadequate rainfall leaves many areas dry. There are few navigable rivers and
no high grade deposits of coal, oil, and other raw materials. An unreliable
water supply makes the production of hydroelectric power erratic.
Agricultural and Forest Production — Fishing. Despite rapid industriali-

zation, agriculture remains a major component of the economy. In terms of
national income, however, it has been lagging behind other sectors. The
Economic Development Plan scheduled to commence in 1968 places major
emphasis on this sector. In a 1966 report, the World Bank recommended
that Spanish agriculture be restructured by emphasizing livestock production
instead of food crops. Prospects for the latter are shadowed by inadequate
rainfall, under-mechanization, uneconomic use of the land, soil erosion, and
wide variations in temperature. Nonetheless, the country, because of natural
conditions, excells in the production of certain agricultural products.
Leading Agricultural Products. Oranges, olives, and wines are major products. The country is the world's largest olive-producer, exporter of citrus
fruits, as well as an important wine producer.
Forestry Products. Cork is the most important product of the nation's
forests. Other important yields are rosin, turpentines, and esparto (used to
produce high quality paper). Since the country is an importer of timber, the
Government has undertaken a vast reforestation project.
Fishing. Efforts are being made by the Government and private industry
to develop the fishing industry into a greater food source and possibly an
5
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exporting sector. In the last two decades, both the motorized fishing fleet
and the total catch have more than doubled. The Spanish fleet lands about
one million tons of salt water fish annually.
Mineral Resources. Mineral wealth is not extensive and mining activities
have expanded very slowly during the last few years. Mines are small, many
are undercapitalized, and much machinery is obsolete. Current problems
such as oversupply on world markets and strikes add to the mining industry's
structural difficulties.
Coal The major mines are in the northern regions, near Asturias and Leon.
Estimated reserves of three billion tons exist in the north. Production, however, consists mainly of low-grade ores; higher grades have to be imported.
Oil. To date, no important oil deposits have been discovered, but the
Government continues to encourage exploration. The country's industrial
expansion has meant that more oil and oil products must be imported.
Iron Ore. Substantial deposits of iron ore are located in the Bilbao,
Santander, and Asturias regions. Reserves are estimated at approximately
600 million tons.
Other Minerals. The mercury deposits in the Almaden mines in the
province of Ciudad Real are among the richest in the world. Large reserves of
iron pyrites are found in Huelva. Although the country's lead mines have
been nearly exhausted, the metal is still mined in Jaen. Potash salts are
mined in the Barcelona area. Significant deposits of copper, zinc, manganese,
wolfram, fluorspar, and dolomite also exist.
Uranium resources are becoming increasingly important. New deposits
uncovered in the Pyrenees have doubled the ore available. These finds are
particularly significant because the country is planning to utilize nuclear
power as a dependable source of electricity.
TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

Spain's transport facilities are largely obsolete. Thus transportation is
scheduled for heavy investment in the current Economic and Social Development Plan. The modernization of the transportation system is urgent for two
reasons: economic development and tourism.
Railroads. The national railway system consists of approximately 8,400
6
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miles of broad-gauge track, owned and operated by a Government agency
(RENFE), and over 3,000 miles of narrow-gauge private lines.
At the inception of the Development Plan in 1964, RENFE was faced
with rails and roadbeds in poor condition, and old and obsolete equipment.
For example, most of its rolling stock consisted of steam engines; there were
few diesel and electric engines. Compounding these problems for RENFE
was the steady loss of freight traffic to other modes of transportation,
mainly trucks, which are more efficient and cost less to operate.
Current efforts are being directed toward improvement rather than expansion. Thus in 1964, the first stage of a ten-year modernization plan was
begun when RENFE received a $65 million loan from the World Bank.
Roads and Highways. Spain's roads are also in need of extensive improvement. Many roads are inadequate and in a poor state of repair. The road
network covers over 83,000 miles of which an estimated 32,000 are paved.
The Development Plan calls for some road construction, but the major
emphasis as in the case of railroads is on repair and improvement of existing
facilities.
A superhighway is planned from Murcia to the French border, going
along the Mediterranean coast. This is a corridor of high tourist traffic as
well as an important industrial and agricultural region.
Ocean Transport. Spain's port facilities need modernization if they are to
handle more freight, especially ocean shipping facilities. Coastal shipping is
especially important because of the lack of either adequate land or inland
water facilities between the Mediterranean and Atlantic ports. Only a few of
the nation's hundreds of ports are of commercial significance. Sixteen major
ports handle almost three-quarters of the ocean freight; the principal ports
are: Barcelona, Bilbao, Valencia, and Seville.
A 1965 World Bank loan of $40 million is being used to modernize port
facilities. Spain's merchant marine, a large portion is pre-World War II, also
needs modernization.
Inland Waterways. Inland water transportation has no significant role in
Spain. The Guadalquivir River, the country's most navigable, can be used by
ocean going steamers only as far as Seville and by barges to Cordoba. Other
rivers are navigable only for short distances.
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Airlines. Air transport, including air freight, may play an important role
since it can overcome difficulties posed for ground transportation by the
rugged terrain and the lack of inland water transport facilities. Many of the
country's thirty-seven airports, however, still cannot accommodate jet
planes, and lack modern equipment. The Development Plan envisages an
expenditure of almost $120 million on airport improvement and equipment.
Many Spanish planes lack navigational aids and other modern flight
equipment.
The two airlines, Iberia and Aviaco, are run by the Government's industrial holding company, I.N.I. These lines serve all important cities and the
Balearic and Canary Islands. Madrid and Barcelona are also served by many
foreign airlines.
Communications. Virtually all communication facilities are State-owned
and operated and are developing rapidly. More mail is being handled and the
number of telephones has increased to over 3,000,000. There are probably
over two million television sets (Madrid obtained its second regular channel
and first UHF channel in 1966.) There are close to five million radio sets.

THE PEOPLE

Just as immense variations exist in Spain's topography and climate, there
are great contrasts in the people of the various regions and districts. To a
great degree, the Spaniard is rooted in his region. He identifies himself as
Basque, Valencian, Andalusian, Catalan, Galician, or Castilian. Differences
in speech from region to region emphasize these distinctions.
Population. In mid-1965, the National Institute of Statistics estimated
Spain's population at 31,604,100. Density is approximately 150 persons per
square mile. The most populated cities are Madrid (2,464,258) and
Barcelona (1,660,481).
The major demographic trend is accelerating urbanization, the increasing
migration from small towns and farms to urban areas. In 1935 Madrid's
population was one million, by 1960 it reached 2.2 million, and in 1965 the
city's population was 2.4 million. Between 1960 and 1966, the rural population decreased by 621,000.
8
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Religion. Almost 98% of the population is Roman Catholic. The Spanish
character has historically been associated with deep religious feelings. Never
exposed to the Protestant Reformation and its secular values, the nation was
the acknowledged leader of the Counter Reformation.
Language. Spanish culture finds its highest expression in Castilian,
the official language which nearly all Spaniards use, and which is one
of the world's major tongues. Other Spanish languages are used regionally, including Catalan, Basque and Galician. Most Spaniards speak no
English, but in major tourist areas such as Madrid and Barcelona, English is
becoming common.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The nation's social history has been influenced by a variety of cultures
and a series of invasions. From the Mediterranean came the Phonecians,
Greeks, Carthaginians, and Moors; from Europe came the Celts followed by
the Romans and Visigoths. The architecture, language, and customs of the
various regions reflect these occupations. Perhaps the largest contribution
was made by the Romans; Spanish religion, language, and law stem from the
Roman invasion.
The Moors, who had been in Spain for eight centuries, were expelled in
the Fifteenth Century. The Catholic sovereigns, Ferdinand and Isabella, then
began the consolidation of the various elements of the nation.
The country reached its historical pinnacle during the Sixteenth Century
during "El Siglo de Oro" (Golden Age). It held vast territorial possessions,
ruled the seas, and exerted powerful political influence as the secular power
of the Roman Catholic Church. This period produced the highest achievements in Spanish literature.
A line of weak kings and the cost of many lost wars brought economic
collapse. After 1700, the nation lost much of its wealth and influence
as well as its predominant position in European affairs. The Spanish
Empire came to an end during the 19th Century when the nation lost nearly
all of its remaining colonies.
After World War I, unrest generated by poor economic conditions
caused several governments to fall. In 1931, the last monarch of Spain,
Alfonso XIII, was replaced in an election and a republic was established.
9
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Civil War. During the life of the Republic, faction warred against faction
as the society became polarized between working classes and upper classes
and landowners. No political group was able to agree with another. This
national breakdown was followed by a Civil War which lasted from 1936 to
1939.
War's end came in March, 1939, with the occupation of Madrid by the
forces of General Franco. Since 1939, Spain has experienced a unique period
of stability.
World War II. Spain was neutral during World War II as it had been in the
first World War. In the immediate post-war period, Spain was politically
ostracized. It was not until the mid 1950's, when it became a member of the
United Nations and enacted a stabilization plan, that the country's isolation
was ended.
THE SPANISH STATE

Monarchy. With ratification of the 1947 Act of Succession in a public referendum, Spain once more became a kingdom, although one without a king.
General Franco named himself Chief of State to be succeeded by a person of
royal blood. This Act defines Spain as a traditional, Catholic, social, and
representative monarchy.
Fundamental Laws. Spain's formal constitution dates from December
1966. Before then, the country was governed by a system of fundamental
laws promulgated at various times, approved at national referenda, and
modifiable only by another national referendum. They include the Labor
Law of March of 1938, establishing the right of every Spaniard to remunerative work; the law of July 7, 1942, creating the Legislative Assembly as
the supreme governing organ; the Citizen's Statute Law of July 18, 1945,
defining individual rights; the Reform law of October 22, 1945, giving the
people a system of direct democracy; the law of Succession of 1947, referred
to above, which gives continuity to the political order; and, finally, the Law
of Principles of March 7, 1958, which outlines the ideology of the political
system.
Organic Law of 1966. One of the innovative features of this law, which
provided a new constitution, was the institution of a semblance of the
10
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principle o f separation of powers of the Chief of State and the Chief of
Government. There is now a provision for the appointment o f a
premier—chief of government. The law, however, allows General Franco to
retain both positions, but to lighten his load by appointing a prime minister,
i f he so chooses. I f a prime minister is appointed, he will be the first since
the Civil War. The 1947 Succession Law reinstating the monarchy remains
essentially unchanged by the Organic Law.
The 1966 Law provides for the direct election o f 104 members of the
Cortes (parliament) by heads of family and married women. Two members
are to be elected from each o f Spain's fifty municipal provinces and one
from each of the African provinces. In October 1967, Spaniards voted in a
national election for the first time since 1936.
The new law endorses religious freedom by granting such freedom t o
non-Catholics, makes the Council o f the Realm more representative and
powerful, and implies fundamental future changes in the Syndicate system.
Recent Political Problems. I t had been anticipated that The Organic Law
along with the 1966 Press laws lifting some restrictions on the press would
set the stage for further political evolution. However, acts of defiance by
labor, university students and "rebel" priests have resulted in the tightening
of political and press controls, in a refusal to allow workers and students to
organize freely, and in the disciplining of some Catholic groups.
A major political problem that remains to be solved is the question of who
will succeed General Franco, already in his late seventies. Spain's economic
and political outlook depends upon the occupant of the throne. The ascension o f Prince Juan Carlos would be regarded by some observers as a
continuation o f Franco's policies, while assumption of the throne by the
Prince's father, Don Juan de Borbon, would be interpreted by these same
observers as a return to political liberalism. The possibility of future political
instability cannot be ruled out.
Today's Government. The Spanish Government today is a monarchy
without a king. Legally and practically, the Franco regime controls the
processes and institutions of Government. The regime's major accomplishment has been the maintenance of peace internally and with other nations.
The regime is highly centralized; most laws originate in the Cabinet Council.
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General Franco has some level of control in virtually every organ of the
Spanish Government. The main support for his regime comes from the
armed forces. There is little local autonomy.
In the political structure, General Franco combines four major roles in his
one person. These are Head o f State, Head of the Government, which he
may delegate t o a prime minister, Commander i n Chief o f the Armed
Forces, and Head of the National Movement.
Cabinet Council or Council of Ministers. I n the strictest sense, this
institution is the Government. The Cabinet is presided over by General
Franco and he appoints all o f its eighteen members who are directly
responsible to him. The Council members include: the Vice-President of the
Government, Under Secretary of the Presidency, the Ministers o f Foreign
Affairs, Justice, Army, Navy, Air Force, Finance, Public Works, Interior,
Education, Labor, Industry, Commerce, Agriculture, Trade, Information and
Tourism, and Housing. The Secretary General of the National Movement and
the Comisarias of the Economic and Social Development Plan are ministers
without portfolio.
The Legislative Assembly (Cortes). This, the only legislative body i n
Spain, is composed of 595 deputies. Until the 1966 Organic Law, there was
no direct election to the Cortes. Now, potentially, 104 members can be
elected from the provinces. Previously all seats were filled indirectly, either
by (1) appointment by the Chief of State, (2) elections within the syndicates, (3) nomination by local cultural or professional groups, or (4) by
virtue of holding certain positions such as the mayor of a provincial capital.
The Cortes does not initiate legislation; the laws are sent to i t by the
Cabinet. However, the Cortes may suggest amendments before passing the
legislation. The Head of State, however, may exercise a veto over any legislation this body approves.
Advisory Bodies. The Council of State is the principal consultative body.
It is consulted on such matters as proposals for important laws, interpretation o f state contracts, and the fulfillment of international treaties and
Concordats. Other advisory bodies exist for consultation on specific policies
affecting education, forestry, railways, statistics, and the like.
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Judicial System. The administration of justice, organized on a functional
and geographic basis, is regulated by the Ministry of Justice. The highest
judicial body, the Supreme Tribunal, is headquartered in Madrid. In the next
layer are the Territorial Courts for civil and administrative litigation. The
Provincial Courts are the third level with jurisdiction over criminal matters.
Provincial capitals and major towns have Judges of First Instance for civil
actions, and Judges o f Instruction for Criminal actions, attached to the
Territorial and Provincial Courts. At the base of the judicial system are the
Municipal, District, and Peace Tribunes.
There are two special jurisdictions: one for labor and the other for the
protection of minors. The Labor Court resolves disputes between management and labor, social insurance matters, and actions resulting from
on-the-job accidents.
The Falange. The Falange is the only legally recognized political group in
Spain today. General Franco is President of its political division and names
about one-fourth o f its National Council. A l l government officials are
members.
Provincial Government. The outstanding feature of local government is its
centralization and close control. The local civic administration is organized
under the Ministry of Interior which appoints a civil governor for each of
the 52 provinces. Each provincial capital has an appointed mayor. He runs
the local units with the assistance of a Council elected by the family heads,
trade union units, and cultural and economic agencies. Centralization is
further evidenced by the presence of local offices of cabinet ministries in the
provincial capitals and other local districts. By this means, national policies
are enforced quickly and efficiently, and opposition is stifled.
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TRENDS IN BASIC INDICATORS
The average annual increase in Spain's gross national product from 1960
to 1966 was about 9%. GNP rose to slightly over $21 billion in 1966, but the
increase for 1967 was only 5.1% in real prices. The general industrial production index, seasonally adjusted, rose from a base of 100 in 1960 to 195.7
at the end of 1966. The total manufacturing index reached 203.6. I n some
industries, production more than doubled. The 1966 index figure for engineering and transport equipment stood at 266.4; for chemical and petroleum
products at 226.3; for basic metals at 220.3.
For a similar period imports more than tripled, rising from slightly over $ 1
billion in 1961 to $3.6 billion in 1966. They declined slightly in 1967 to
$3.4 billion. Exports failed to match this pace, rising from $710 million in
1961 to $1.2 billion in 1966 and $1.4 billion in 1967. Less encouraging has
been growth in the agricultural sector. On a 1953-54 base of 100, the index
of final total agricultural production rose to only about 155 in 1966.
Through the latter portion of this period the economy was in the grip of a
wage-price spiral that took the cost of living index from 111 in 1961 (1958=
100) to 166 in 1966 and to 181 in November of 1967, when the Government, influenced by the U.K. devaluation, devalued the peseta and imposed
a stringent austerity program. Wages similarly rose dramatically, in the range
of 12-15% annually after 1963.

AVERAGE ANNUAL INCREASES IN PERCENTAGES
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967*
Cost of Living — General Index
Hourly Earnings in Manufacturing
(excluding construction)
Hourly Earnings in Construction
Agricultural Wages

8.8%
21.6
14.5
27.8

7.0% 13.2%
16.3
12.4
12.0

15.5
14.8
10.8

6.2%
9.5
12.7
14.7

T r e n d March-May 1967 versus March-May 1966.
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Government Revenues and Expenditures. Public expenditures almost
doubled between 1961 and 1965, and rose 25% between 1964 and 1965
alone to $3.3 billion. Another large increase occurred in 1967, but 1968 is
expected t o reflect a much smaller increase. A ceiling o f $3 billion was
adhered to for 1967 outlays. During 1966, budget surpluses were converted
into a deficit.
About 35% of the total budget is for salaries and wages, a reflection of the
complex administrative system. Public investments account for another third
of total expenditures. The following table shows the trend of the Spanish
budgets in the 1964-67 period:

TWO YEAR BUDGET
(millions of pesetas)
Revenues

1964-65

1966-67

Direct Taxation
Indirect Taxation
State Properties
Financial Transactions
Property Tax
Investments
Loan Tax

34,500
69,022
7,608
4,032
6
578
5,096

43,128.5
102,147
6,858.6
1,532
21.5
108.7
14,913.9

120,842

168,710.2

Total

Expenditures

1964-65

Administration
Defense
Ministry of Public Works
Ministry of Education
Ministry of Interior
Government and Presidency
Other Ministries
Miscellaneous

15,322
15,092
21,564
11,637
11,723
4,206
29,602
11,820

20,717.4
21,246.8
26,579.2
19,320.5
17,499.4
6,013.1
36,566.8
20,857.9

120,966

168,801.1

Total

Source: Europa Year Book
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CHANGING NATURE OF THE ECONOMY

Behind these indicators lie profound changes occurring in the nature of
the economy. A recent survey conducted by the National Statistics Institute
reveals that the percentage of Spaniards engaged in farming, fishing and
hunting dropped from 41.3% of total employed in 1960 to 34.3% in 1966.
About 250,000 persons a year are leaving farming to obtain industrial
employment either in Spain or elsewhere in Europe. Official figures cite
298,400 new jobs in 1965, another 200,000 in 1966, in industry and services. Abandoned villages are becoming familiar sights in the dry, rural regions
of the countryside. Even with the gradual slowdown in the expansion rate of
the economy, the unemployment rate has risen from a general level of 1% to
only 4% of the working population.
The total percentage of women working increased from 13.5% in 1960 to
17.7% by the end of 1966, according to the survey. Women are entering the
urban labor market, as well as replacing men who leave the farms. The chart
below reflects Spain's transformation from an agricultural to a developing
industrial country:
EMPLOYMENT OF THE POPULATION, 1940 and 1964
Agriculture
Industry
Public Utilities and Services
Total Working Population

1940

1964

4,781,000
2,212,000
2,227,000
9,220,000

4,227,000
4,211,000
3,782,000
12,220,000

With growing urbanization has come the need for expanded public
facilities of all kinds. Imports, once composed primarily of essential raw
materials, are also changing. Raw materials and semi-manufactured goods
account for only about half of total imports. Machinery and equipment
account for about 28% of imports, food products for 18%. Similarly,
reliance on exports of agricultural produce is declining; capital goods accounted for 17% of 1966 exports.
To overcome its trade deficit, Spain relies heavily on tourism. Its net
surplus in travel (tourism) rose from $331 million in 1961 to over $1 billion
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in 1966 when 17 million tourists entered the country. Attracting, housing,
transporting, feeding and entertaining this number of persons has become a
major industry.
NATIONAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
Apart from the current austerity program, designed to restrict demand
and interrupt the high inflation of the past few years, national policy has to
cope w i t h a number o f challenges t o the economy. Higher and more
diversified exports are needed t o narrow the trade gap; expanded tourist
facilities are needed t o keep the important travel income at high levels;
improved road and rail networks are vital for both tourism and industrialization, and development of power sources are essential. Filling these broad
national needs while avoiding the inflationary spirals o f recent years will
require policies that are flexible and responsive t o short-term changes i n
monetary and other matters.
Second Development Plan. The second Economic and Social Development
Plan sets out the targets for the economy for 1968 through 1970. The Plan
calls for an increase in gross national product, in real prices, of 6% for each
of the three years. Of this growth, agriculture is to contribute 3% a year and
industry 7%. Prices are to increase no more than 3% a year, while productivity climbs about 4.5%. Foreign investments are pegged at $75 million
annually, substantially less than actual figures for recent years. Power output
is to rise by 12.6% a year to over 66 billion k w h against about 37 billion kwh
in 1966. Imports are to rise about 15% a year; exports 16% and tourism
9.5%.
Consumption. Increasing prosperity has created higher levels and new
patterns o f consumption. Private consumption doubled between 1961 and
1964; i t rose b y 14.5% i n 1966 alone, far exceeding the 5.5% increase
projected by the Development Plan for that year.
Exposure t o higher living standards has whetted the Spaniards' appetite
for more. A n expanding middle class is reflecting its new prosperity in their
consumption habits. Appliances and higher quality foodstuffs form major
components o f rising demand. The following statistics from the Development Plan Commission evidence the trend to higher living standards over a
three-year period.
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PATTERNS OF CONSUMPTION IN SPAIN, 1963-1965
1963
58
Meat Consumption (pounds per capita)
Total Wages (millions of dollars)
$7,439
Books Printed (number of new titles)
8,694
Refrigerators
243,000
Washing Machines
227,000
Television Sets
315,000
Telephones Installed
2,268,000
Cars (total registrations)
529,700
Housing Units Built with Official Support 206,000

1965
60
$9,899
11,136
600,000
450,000
550,000
2,772,000
807,315
240,000

% Increase
3
33
28
147
98
75
22
52
16

Distortions in Consumer Purchasing Power. There continue to be large
distortions in purchasing power. While city dwellers express their new
prosperity by buying television sets, automobiles, scooters, and domestic
appliances, purchasing power has fallen for the 40% of the population
remaining in rural areas. Thus the averages in per capita income are weighted
by very high rates in Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao, and other industrial areas,
and very low rates in some farming areas.
Marketing Centers and Distribution. Seven marketing centers in the
country account for the distribution of most goods. Foremost is Barcelona,
which handles almost one-third of the nation's trade; others in order of
importance include Madrid, Sevilla, Bilbao, Valencia, Galicia, and the Canary
Islands. Government plans call for wide investments in the improvement of
the national distribution system.
Retail Patterns. Retailing in Spain is still conducted principally through
small specialized stores, although a number of department stores and supermarkets have begun to appear. The Government actively supports the
establishment of these and other self-service stores.
The Market for Capital Goods. The Economic Development Plan of
1968-1970 will stimulate sales of capital goods in many basic industrial
sectors as Spanish industries continue to evolve from the technological level
of the 1920's to that of the 1960's. Therefore, demand is expected to remain
strong for capital equipment, raw materials, and manufactured goods,
especially for equipment and tools for the agricultural and food processing
industries, transport equipment, and industrial machinery of all types.
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Reversing a strong trend toward liberalization of foreign investment controls, since mid-1967 the Government has become more restrictive of both
foreign and domestic investment. This reversal is aimed at choking o f f
expansion i n sectors that could feed inflation, and at allocating financial
resources t o particular sectors. The net result is that for a number o f
industries, the foreign investor will encounter greater difficulty in becoming
established under desirable terms.
Foreign investors are subject to a number o f controls over entry and
establishment; once established, they face a broad range of controls affecting
capacity, research, and expansion. Finally, the foreign firm faces exchange
controls on the remittance of earnings and the repatriation of capital.

CONTROLS OVER ENTRY
100% Foreign Participation. Outright foreign ownership is automatically
approved for industries on a selected list, although foreign firms must meet
the same technical standards and production capacities as Spanish companies. Industries on this list include: Iron and steel and non-ferrous metals;
cement and prefabricated building materials; textiles; foodstuffs; leathers
and footwear; printing; machine tools; textile, chemical, electrical and
agricultural machinery; basic acids, inorganic salts, and electrochemistry;
derivatives of natural resins; synthetic resins and plastics; electronics; refrigeration; auxiliary agricultural industries; handling, preserving, and industrializing of farm products, both cattle and livestock produce; livestock feeding
industries; and construction and operation of hotels. Companies engaged i n
prospecting or extracting oil can also be owned 100% by foreigners. For
other industries, including sales companies, foreign participation of over 50%
requires a case-by-case approval by the Spanish Cabinet. Prospective investors, however, may encounter difficulty i n securing the necessary
industrial permits from the Ministry of Industry to establish in one of these
liberalized industries i f the authorities believe there is overcapacity in the
sector.

Non-Majority Ownership. Non-majority ownership of Spanish companies
in most industries is permitted. The only requirement other than that o f
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obtaining the standard industrial permit is reporting the details o f the
transaction to the Statistical Office of the Ministry of Commerce and to the
Spanish Foreign Exchange Institute (IEME).
Restricted Investment Areas. For most industries not previously mentioned, foreign ownership of more than 50% requires case-by-case approval
by the Spanish Cabinet. Investors in banks are limited to minority participation, and government approval is necessary for opening branches or
subsidiaries of foreign banks. Investment in the shipping industry is limited
to 20% foreign participation. Foreign investment i n the movie industry,
public utilities, defense, and public information are prohibited, although
special exceptions may be made in the "public interest." In certain industries, to prevent overcapacity, a temporary moratorium has been declared on
all investments. For example, a current moratorium affects the consumer
appliance field in which no new investment may occur until December 28,
1968. The Cabinet must approve rural real estate investments exceeding four
hectares of irrigated and twenty hectares of dry land.
Industrial Permits. The mechanism by which the government may exercise
flexible controls for temporary periods is the industrial permit, required for
any new or expanding installation. These are issued by the Ministry o f
Industry, or for certain industries by the Ministry of Agriculture. Policies for
issuing permits may change due to economic conditions or the state of the
industry involved, or permits may be refused in light of conditions in the
industry at the time o f application. Hence early consultation with the
Ministry is necessary t o determine the policy i n effect at the time o f
application.
General policy on permits divides industry into three groups:
(a)
(b)

(c)

those requiring case-by-case examination before a permit is issued,
those for which permits may be granted automatically, provided that
minimum capacity and local content requirements as well as technical standards are met, and
those receiving automatic approval; this group includes all industries
not covered in (a) and (b).

Examples o f (a) category: motor vehicles, electric appliances, public
utilities, mining.
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Examples of (b) category: portions of the machinery, chemical and metal
product industries, textiles.
Minimum capacity requirements are specific for each industry and may be
adjusted at any time. They were raised sharply for many industries in 1967,
e.g. 15,000 to 20,000 units a year for wheeled tractors.
Because existing firms already have a permit and are not subject to the
requirements i n the (a) or (b) categories, some investors have chosen t o
acquire an operating company i n their industry. These acquisitions are
treated under foreign investment regulations as portfolio investment, but the
general rules on percentages of foreign ownership are roughly the same as
those for direct investment.
INCENTIVES
No special inducements are offered t o foreign investors. A l l investors,
however, whether Spanish or foreign, may be granted waivers or reductions
of certain taxes on investments in the case (a) of minimum investments in
"development" or " p r o m o t i o n " zones, (b) i n certain industries declared
periodically to be of "preferential" interest, e.g. food processing, and (c) for
certain companies engaged in programs of j o i n t action to achieve production,
export, cost-reduction or other targets of interest to the government.
Applications for investment in the zones and the incentives available are
accepted only during periods announced by the government.
Promotion Zones (polos de promocion). Two non-industrialized areas
which have industrial potential, Huelva and Burgos, are designated as promotion zones. There are no restrictions on the type of project entitled to
benefits in these areas. New firms in promotion zones are required to invest a
minimum of P30 million and create 50 new jobs.
Development Zones (polos de desarollo). These are located in five semi-industrialized areas of the country - Sevilla, La Coruña, Valladolid, Vigo, and
Zaragoza. Incentives are given only for particular industrial enterprises. The
minimum amount o f capital required and the number of new jobs to be
created in these zones were raised in October 1966. A capital investment o f
P40 million is now required and at least 100 new jobs (previously 30) must
be created.
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Other Development Areas. The area near Gibraltar has recently been
selected to receive incentives similar to the development zones. There are
also over thirty selected areas in the country called industrial polygons where
some tax incentives are offered.
Detailed Incentives. Intended investments must be declared to the Statistical Office of the Ministry of Commerce. The major benefits offered are tax
remissions (see page 80). Tax rebates of up to 95% on specific levies may be
granted on the following taxes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Local or provincial turnover (sales) taxes.
Industrial taxes during period of installation.
Stamp and transfer taxes on the formation of the corporation and on
the expansion of capital.
Import duties and fiscal taxes on purchase of new equipment.
Levies on foreign or local loans and on bond interest.

Other tax benefits include: an up to 80% reduction of the urban real
estate tax and other taxes on buildings as well as total exemption from local
real estate taxes; exemption from stamp and transfer taxes which apply to
urban real estate contracts; and accelerated depreciation of plant and machinery of up to 20% per annum is permitted for income tax purposes during
the first five years of operations.
Two other major incentives offered in promotion and development zones
are: compulsory expropriation of needed land for establishing new industries
or enlarging existing ones; and subsidies of up to 20% of total investment
costs in promotion zones and 10% in development zones.
All incentive industries have preferential access to official credit sources.
There are a number of provincial incentive plans involving waivers of local
taxes.
Minimum Capacity Requirements. Minimum capacity requirements make
it more difficult for small firms to locate in Spain. These requirements were
raised to prevent low investment and limited efficiency enterprises from
mushrooming and also, to prevent overproduction in certain crowded industries. The Spanish Government is also enforcing the rules more stringently in
Promotion and Development Zones. During 1966, almost 100 companies
lost their benefits as a result of violation of the capacity rules governing
these zones.
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STATE ENTERPRISES
The National Institute of Industry (INI), a state-owned holding company,
holds a monopoly in certain sectors, including distribution of tobacco and
petroleum products, and is active in several basic industries such as iron and
steel, oil refining, food processing and textiles. I t has recently begun t o
branch out into new fields, causing some concern in private industrial circles.
Nonetheless, shares are currently being sold o f f i n several state-owned
enterprises and foreign companies have been allowed t o purchase these
shares. For example, the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
was allowed to become the principal shareholder w i t h management control
in Marconi, Spain's leading electronics company; and Italy's Fiat has acquired a larger share in Spain's auto producing company, Seat.

CONTROLS ON TRANSFERS OF CAPITAL AND EARNINGS
A l l Spanish exchange operations are administered by the Spanish Foreign
Exchange Institute or the Instituto Español de Moneda Extranjera (IEME).
Profits and dividends on direct investments for establishment o f Spanish
enterprises, modernization, or expansion may be freely transferred abroad,
but see the Introduction for some "temporary" restrictions. The investor
must register amounts w i t h the Department of Commerce Statistical Office.
Investments made prior to July 27, 1959, however, require prior approval of
the IEME i n each case for transfer abroad, and repatriation o f capital o f
these investments is not permitted. Such capital must be placed in a blocked
peseta account and may be used only for approved local transactions.
Holders o f Spanish securities purchased after July 27, 1959, may freely
transfer abroad dividends, interest, and proceeds from the sale o f rights.
Transfers abroad o f income derived from rural and urban real estate transactions are generally disallowed.
To claim the right t o transfer funds abroad, the foreign investor i n
securities must declare his initial investments to the Statistical Office of the
Ministry of Commerce. This is done principally to check capital transactions.
The declaration does not require a name; thus the identity of the investor
need not be disclosed.
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The legal reserve (page 66) in operation restricts the remittance abroad of
profits due to the requirement that 10% of profits (where these exceed 6%
of the paid up capital) be transferred to the legal reserve until the reserve
equals 20% of the capital. In addition, although there is no legal prohibition,
it is usually impracticable to remit abroad dividends in excess of 25% of the
paid up capital. All remittances must be authorized by I.E.M.E. except for
small personal remittances by residents.
ANTI-TRUST LAWS

Legislation in the anti-trust field is mild by United States standards. A
1963 law forbids restriction of competition by concerted practices among
companies. Companies in dominant positions in their industry are prohibited
from using their position to harm competitors, customers, or the economy
generally. Explicitly forbidden in the law are price fixing, market division,
unfair practices, and similar activities.
Cases are heard by a Tribunal for Defense of Competition, which may also
grant exemptions from the provisions of the law. Restrictive agreements
must be registered with a competition department in the Ministry of Commerce and eventually approved by the Tribunal. Mergers that place 30% of a
market in the hands of one producer must be registered but require no
approval.
IMPORT AND EXPORT REGULATIONS

Before the enactment of the 1959 stabilization program, Spanish trade
policy was extremely restrictive. The current tendency is to expand the list
of liberalized products in line with the Government's changed attitude
toward the importance of trade for the expansion of the Spanish economy.
Tariff Structure. The highly protective Spanish system of tariffs was
replaced in 1960 by an ad valorem schedule based on the Brussels Nomenclature System of Classification.
Customs Duties. Items still subject to tariffs are taxed at relatively high
rates. Duties on various items are reduced from time to time to implement
the Government's policy of selective cuts on a reciprocal basis, although
across-the-board cuts were made in both 1963 and 1964 as anti-inflationary
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measures. Spain does not grant preferential duty rates. Basis for the duty is
the normal price of the imported goods.
Customs Surcharges. A number of minor taxes are levied on all imports,
including special duties for the raising o f salaries of customs employees, a
stamp tax, and others.
Fiscal Tax. In addition to the import duties, a fiscal tax is levied on most
imported goods. This is calculated on the duty-paid value of the goods to
compensate for the internal levies on similar goods produced in Spain.
Import Licenses. Licenses are required to import goods from non-OECD
countries. Goods not included in the liberalized sector of imports or on the
state trading lists must also be licensed. About 12% of Spain's imports enter
under the globalized quota system, and import licenses for these items are
issued by the Ministry of Commerce. The lists of items subject t o global
quotas are revised annually. Quotas are imposed principally on consumer
goods.
A special group o f imports is regulated by bilateral agreements under
which Spain fixes quantities to be imported from the countries w i t h which
these agreements apply. Imports in the bilateral trading sector also require
import licenses.
A n import license is valid from three to six months, depending upon the
product. Certificates of origin are required for the importation of all liberalized goods. They are issued to exporters in the United States by Spanish
Consulates in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston, and Houston.
EXPORTS
Regulations. Most exports must be licensed and export taxes are levied on
some products. Licenses are issued by the General Department of Foreign
Trade. With few exceptions, they are granted freely. Export credit and
insurance are readily available.
Incentives. I n line w i t h Development Plan goals o f boosting exports,
several incentives are offered. Refunds o f taxes are made on exports and
calculated as a percentage of invoice value. This percentage varies according
to the nature of the product exported. Moreover, special depreciation and
reserve privileges are granted to exporting manufacturers.
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Exchange Controls. All imports and exports are subject to exchange
controls administered by the IEME. However, after IEME notification,
payments are automatically authorized. Spanish residents must turn over to
the IEME, at the official exchange rate, all foreign currencies received from
export sales.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

The Bank of Spain (Banco de España). The Banking Reform Act of 1962

reorganized the entire banking system. The bank of Spain, the country's
central bank, was nationalized and placed under the Ministry of Finance
which appoints its governor and three deputies. The Bank has seventy-five
branches in Spanish cities.
Functions. The Bank of Spain is now the sole bank of issue for the
country, and has major responsibility for monetary policy. It proposes
changes in the discount rate to the Ministry of Finance, regulates reserve
requirements of commercial banks, supervises activities of commercial banks
and stock exchanges, and engages in open market operations. It does no
commercial banking business. Since its reorganization, it has evolved towards
becoming a true central bank.
Official Credit Institutions. There are six nationalized credit agencies
previously owned jointly by the Government and the commercial banks.
These official credit institutions play a large role in financing private ventures. Each of them provides credit in a specific field. These institutions are
administered and receive their funds from an agency of the Ministry of
Finance.
Private Banking. The general coordination of the Spanish banking system,
including private banks, is now under the direction and control of the
Ministry of Finance. The 1962 law makes a sharp distinction between
investment banking and commercial banking functions.
Commercial Banks. Since 1962, banks that wish to continue in the
commercial banking business are required to reduce their equity holdings in
corporate stock or fixed assets to the level of their stated capital and
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reserves. These commercial banks specialize in short-term credit, and discounting of commercial paper. In 1967 there were 111 commercial banks in
the country.
Industrial Banks. The second type of bank created by the Banking Act
was the investment bank, called industrial banks. These institutions are
allowed to hold corporate stocks and fixed assets up to three times their
stated capital and reserves. They are also permitted to own up to 50% of a
company's common stock, but no more than 10% of total assets can be
invested in any one company. These institutions, specializing in medium and
long-term loans, are expected to play an increasing role in financing industry.
There are fourteen industrial banks in the country.
Stock and Bond Issues. Both types of private banks were allowed to
continue underwriting issues of corporate stocks and bonds; thus they
remain an important source of capital funds.
Savings Banks. The Spanish banking system includes about 130 savings
banks with numerous branches. These banks are supervised by an agency of
the Ministry of Finance, the Institute for Savings Banks Credit (ICAA). The
Governor of the Bank of Spain is president of this agency. Savings banks are
required to invest 50% of their funds in Government bonds or Government
approved issues of corporate bonds. Their remaining funds are loaned to
local public enterprises, small businesses, and private borrowers.
FOREIGN BORROWING RESTRICTIONS

The same regulations apply to foreign-owned corporations as to domestic
companies with one major exception. A Spanish company owned 25% or
more by foreigners can finance no more than 50% of its paid-in share capital
through medium- and long-term credit (over 18 months) without official
approval. To borrow amounts above 50% of paid-in-share capital within
Spain, the permission of the Institute for Medium Term and Long Term
Credit (ICMLP), an agency of the Ministry of Finance, is required. In
addition, foreign-owned corporations registered in Spain may not borrow
outside of Spain to finance operations in the country without first obtaining
the permission of the IEME.
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Credit to the private sector lags behind demand. Because of the inflationary pressures in the last few years, the Spanish Banking system has been
using various devices to discourage bank loans to individual enterprises.
Although some credit institutions and savings banks have increased credit to
the private sector, it is unlikely that at the present time a foreign-owned
company would obtain permission from the ICMLP to raise medium and
long term funds within the country. Some short term financing may be
available. Therefore, foreign borrowing is encouraged by the Spanish Government. This plus reinvestment of profits and parent company financing are
the principal methods of financing foreign-owned operations in Spain.

THE SPANISH STOCK EXCHANGES (BOLSAS)

The three official stock markets in Spain are in Madrid, Barcelona, and
Bilbao. Madrid is the more important of the three. Although Madrid is not
the manufacturing center of Spain, it is certainly the financial capital. Lesser
exchanges exist in several smaller cities.
The Madrid Exchange handles almost one-half of all Spanish security
transactions; Barcelona handles somewhat less than one-third, and Bilbao
accounts for most of the rest. Large banks prefer the Madrid Exchange,
whereas the Barcelona Exchange tends to be more of a broker's market.
Stocks of foreign companies are not listed in Spain, but local subsidiaries of
foreign firms have their stocks and bonds quoted.
Trading Volume. Trading volume is comparatively low as stock ownership
is not widespread. Since public stock ownership as a source of capital for
industry is still very underdeveloped, the tendency of Spanish companies is
to be self-financing. Yet the number of new issues is increasing.
A 1964 law authorizing open-end investment companies seems likely to
stimulate increased public ownership of stocks. Mutual funds are also being
organized to channel savings into securities.
The Spanish Stockbroker. There are 130 members of the Spanish Illustrious College of Brokers. The fifty Madrid brokers are restricted to dealing on
the Madrid Bolsa, while the forty in both Barcelona and Bilbao can similarly
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deal only on their respective exchanges. The brokers receive commissions for
all trading on their exchanges, regardless of whether or not they personally
transact the business. They also act as notaries. All members of the College
of Brokers are professionals, trained in either law or economics.
Regulation of Exchanges. The exchanges are regulated by the Junta
Sindical of the Colegio, under the direction of the Ministry of the Interior. If
the market requires such action, the Junta has authority to halt trading
and to act as specialists.
Foreign Investment on the Stock Market. Investments in securities are

subject to regulations similar to those that pertain to direct investments.
Purchasers of stocks or the banking concerns where stocks are deposited
must inform the Statistical Office of the Ministry of Commerce of the
transactions within forty-eight hours.
Stocks That Can Be Acquired. Foreign investors may acquire up to 50% of
the stock of industrial and commercial companies with no restrictions.
Holdings of over 50% require a previous authorization from the Council of
Ministers (Cabinet). Decisions are based on the general public interest.
No shares may be acquired in companies whose activities are directly
related to defense, public information, and public utilities. Investments are
also restricted in mining, cinema, banking, shipping, and insurance.
Investments in fixed interest securities, including municipal and state
stocks, may be made with no restrictions.
Regulations for Listing Stocks and Bonds. There are a number of legal

requirements for listing a stock on one of the three principal exchanges. No
stipulation of the company's record, size, or ownership is necessary,
however.
To acquire a listing, these documents must be submitted:
1.
2.
3.

A written application to the President of the Stock Exchange requesting
a listing.
Written certification of the title and identity of the person who files
the admission application.
Legal evidence of the company's incorporation (statutes, articles).
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Annual reports and balance sheets for the last three years.
A certificate stating the total amount o f capital paid i n by the
shareholders.
A receipt from the Ministry o f Finance showing that stamp taxes
on the securities issued have been paid.
Certification that the securities are not involved in any legal disputes.
A specimen of the securities.
Certification that the sale o f the shares has been made in accordance
with the laws and supervised by the broker.

Listing of bonds requires the above documents along w i t h a certificate
indicating that all coupons have been paid to date.
The Stock Exchange Committee usually takes from fifteen to thirty days
to approve an application. Once approved, the listing must be announced in
the official newspaper, "Boletin Official del Estado." This approval, when
presented t o another exchange, is all that is required t o be listed on that
exchange.
In addition t o the above requirements for listing, a foreign firm must
obtain:
(1) a statement from the Spanish Consulate in the company's home country
that the firm is operating legally, (2) a document telling how and where
interest w i l l be paid i n Spain, and (3) authorization by the Ministry o f
Finance t o sell the securities. A l l required documents must be in Spanish.

THE LABOR CLIMATE
One of the basic constitutional laws drafted during the Civil War was the
Labor Law of March 9, 1938. This established the right of every Spaniard to
remunerative work, and outlined the workers' duties. After the Civil War, a
national system of vertical syndicates was formed to control Spain's economic activities. The other component of labor policy was the designation of
the Ministry o f Labor as the agency responsible for regulating working
conditions i n consultation w i t h the syndicates. Supplementary legislation
dealing w i t h labor policy also has been enacted. In general, labor regulations
in Spain are extensive and restrictive.
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Trade Unions (Confederacíon Nacional de Sindicatos).The syndicates play

a unique role in Spain, combining social functions with economic and
administrative ones. Syndicates are composed of both employers and
workers, and no other form of trade union organization is recognized by law.
The syndicates cannot be compared with trade unions in other European
countries. Affiliation with the proper syndicate is mandatory. The activities of the syndicates are closely controlled by the Government and the
Falange. The syndicates play a large role in national affairs.
Organization. There are twenty-four syndicates in the industrial and
service sectors of the economy, and one syndicate for farmers and farm
workers. Both employees and employers are required to become members of
the syndicate that pertains to their line of work.
Financing. The syndicates are financed by a tax of 0.3% of workers'
wages, and employers' contributions of 1.5% of all wages and salaries paid.
Workers dues are checked off. The National Institute of Social Insurance
collects the dues from the syndicates on a monthly basis.
Structure of the Syndicates. The syndicate is a hierarchical organization.
At the top is the National Delegate, a Government appointee, who is
responsible to the Minister of Labor. Most of the other important officials
and chiefs are appointed from the top down. In this system, membership is
by the producing concern rather than individual employees or employers or
managers.
Every three years, the workers elect shop stewards who present their
grievances to management and who also represent workers at meetings and in
bargaining sessions.
Members of Labor—Management Committees are also chosen every three
years. These committees are always headed by a company manager who
works with a number of employees who are selected by shop stewards. If a
problem cannot be settled by these committees, the matter is referred to a
Labor Magistrate.
Collective Bargaining. The negotiation of labor agreements for groups of
firms in the same industry became legal in 1958. All such collective agree37
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ments require the approval of the Ministry of Labor. I f an agreement cannot
be reached by shop stewards and management representatives, the Ministry
of Labor will dictate an agreement which is binding, but which can be
appealed.
Labor Representation on Company Boards. In July, 1962, the Cortes gave
labor the right to representation on boards of directors. The law became
effective in 1965, and applied to all private firms with over 500 workers, and
to all State enterprises. Labor now has some voice in corporate decisions.
Dismissals. Employment security is a tenet of Government policy, and
strict rules are applied when a worker is dismissed, even though he is not
currently needed by the employer. A discharged worker may appeal to the
Labor Magistrate. I f the Court rules the dismissal to be unjustified, the Court
may order the employee rehired. I f the employer refuses to reinstate the
worker, compensation of up t o four years' wages can be ordered. I f the
employee does not wish to be reinstated, the employer will have to compensate the worker with up to one year's wages. Recent practice has been
more realistic in that employers have been allowed greater leeway in dismissals of surplus workers.
Strikes. Recent work stoppages and demonstrations, especially i n the
Basque provinces, are a new factor. These demonstrations publicized
demands for recognition of the right to strike and to form trade unions
outside the syndicates. A t the same time, the Spanish regime has sought to
retain control of the labor movement by means of the syndicate system and
the regulations of the Ministry of Labor.
In theory, strikes have been illegal as conflicts must be solved through
grievance procedures. However, a concession was made by the Cortes on
December 21, 1965 when i t authorized economically inspired strikes. Political strikes were still banned as they were considered to be criminal acts.
It was up to the State to decide when the criminal provisions of the law were
to be applied. A 1968 ruling of the Supreme Court has held that the 1965
concession did not make economically motivated strikes lawful because
strikes are not labor disputes within the context of Spanish law. Thus, Spain
is currently back i n the pre-1965 stage as far as permitting strikes is
concerned.
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WORKING CONDITIONS AND BENEFITS
After consultation w i t h the syndicates, the Labor Ministry sets forth the
minimum standards f o r wages, hours, health protection, social security,
safety, penalties and rewards, holidays and vacations, classification of personnel, incentive systems, and overtime payments. They may be improved
through collective bargaining or by voluntary action of an employer.
Wage Levels and Hours. Wages are still low compared w i t h other Western
European countries, but recent annual wage increases have been the largest
on the continent. This upward trend is expected to continue.
On September 16, 1967, the Spanish Government increased the national
daily minimum wage by almost 15% to 96 pesetas; the previous rate was 84
pesetas. As of January 1, 1969, an increase t o 102 pesetas is scheduled to go
into effect. Workers must be paid for Sundays and official holidays even
though they do not work on these days. However, these payments are
reduced proportionately for each day's absence i n the preceding week.
Nearly all Spanish workers earn considerably more than the minimum
wage level. I n fact, due t o the shortages of skilled labor and professional
people, their compensation often compares favorably w i t h U.S.A. standards.
Overtime. Overtime pay amounts to 25% more than the regular wage rate
for the first two overtime hours, and 40% above regular wages for overtime
hours beyond the first two. Women are compensated for overtime at 50%
above the basic wage rate. In many industries, special permission must be
obtained to work overtime or on Sundays or holidays. Overtime for work on
Sundays and holidays is usually paid at double the normal rates, but in all
cases the amount depends on the firm's agreement w i t h its workers and
approval by the syndicate concerned.
Hours. The usual work week in factories is six eight-hour days; almost all
offices work an eight hour day, and five and a half days a week.
Workers' Benefits. Mandatory social security and other fringe benefits are
substantial, adding considerably to total labor costs.
Social Security. Extensive schemes for social welfare are mandatory. The
unified social insurance program is administered by the National Institute of
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Social Insurance of the Ministry of Labor. Detailed regulations cover health
insurance, family subsidies, old age and disability insurance, and unemployment insurance.
Employees contribute approximately 4% of their wages to these four
programs; the employers' share is about 12% of their payrolls (see page 94
for specific rates). The Government also contributes to social security; an
annual amount for this purpose is provided in the budget.
Mutual Benefit Societies. In addition, employers pay an average of 6% of
wages and salaries, and workers pay from 3 to 4% of wages and salaries to
the Mutual Benefit Societies' Fund. This fund provides supplementary
social insurance benefits to workers. Disability payments are an example of
these benefits.
Bonuses. Two annual bonuses, one on July 18 and the other at Christmas,
are mandatory. The amounts vary from ten days to one month's salary,
depending on the industry. Extra incentive bonuses are also required in
certain industries. Family bonuses amounting to 20% of wages were also
distributed by employers, but since January 1, 1967, the State has paid them
from contributions made by employers (see Family Allowances on page 95).
Holidays and Vacations. Workers are entitled to six paid holidays, plus
additional days off for which the time must be made up. Paid annual
vacations average about fifteen days for manual workers and one month for
office workers. Vacation periods are set by collective agreements.
Payments for Military Service. In some industries, full or part wages must
be paid for workers in military service. Wages are also paid for all Sundays
and feast days.

EMPLOYMENT OF FOREIGN WORKERS

Under an August 29, 1935 decree, a non-Spanish worker who desires
employment in Spain must obtain a labor card from the Ministry of Labor.
Although the dismissal of Spanish workers and their replacement by foreign
personnel is prohibited, if no qualified Spaniard presents himself for an
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opening during a fifteen day period, the Ministry of Labor may issue the
permit requested by the employer. These cards are valid for one year, and
may be renewed.
There are no limits on the percentage of foreigners a company is allowed
in its workforce, although certain managerial positions in particular companies are reserved for Spaniards. Foreign workers may not be employed in
industries or services related t o the national defense or i n industries or
services owned or operated by the National or local governments. In addition
to the work card, a residence permit is required.
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THE SPANISH BUSINESSMAN
Commercial practices in Spain differ from those in the United States. I n
contemporary Spain, two distinct types of businessmen exist — those of the
" o l d " and those of the " n e w " school. The older type, declining in numbers,
is considered secretive and as having wide and diversified business interests
and holdings. The new school is comprised of the planners, the specialists,
and the technologists who have a more open and broad view of business.
The Spanish businessman is conservative i n business matters. He is cautious in decision-making, resists being rushed into a deal and, as a result, the
pace of business is much slower than in the United States. This slower pace
of business is shown in a casual attitude towards business appointments. It is
not at all unusual for a businessman in Madrid to be thirty to sixty minutes
late for an appointment. Most Spaniards are known for this lack of punctuality — except when attending bullfights which begin o n time. The
Barcelona businessman, however, is known throughout the country for his
industriousness, and he tends to be more punctual than his Madrid counterpart.
Another cultural distinction of the Spanish people is their gregariousness
and devotion to "small talk." I t is unwise for a foreign businessman to get
down t o brass tacks too quickly. Favored topics for discussion are history,
culture, economic progress of the country, or sports. Additionally, Spanish
businessmen take pride in their burgeoning cities, which they enjoy showing
to visitors. Personal relationships aside, the Spanish businessman expects
prompt and courteous answers to his letters and inquiries. And he is
generally considered to be a tough bargainer.

BUSINESS ETIQUETTE
Handshaking is customary upon arrival and at departure. I f a Spaniard's
name is Juan Negro, the proper form o f address is Señor Negro. I f he
becomes a familiar acquaintance, he can be addressed as Don Juan. I f a
woman's name is Maria Blanco and she is married, the visitor addresses her as
Señora Blanco; i f she is unmarried, she is called Señorita Blanco. The more
familiar form of address for a married woman is Dona Maria.
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In Spanish, the more formal expression o f the word " y o u " is "usted."
Among close friends, the familiar form (tú) is used.
Invitations. Most Spanish homes are small and businessmen usually do not
entertain at home. A n invitation to dinner at a private home is often made as
a form o f politeness, and usually should not be accepted. Only i f the
invitation is repeated forcefully should i t be accepted. I f an invitation is
accepted, three things are i n order: a guest should arrive on time, send
flowers t o the hostess, and the meal should be praised. Dinner in Spain is
served very late by American standards. Typically it begins around 10:00 in
the evening. These hours are largely due to the climate.
Cafe Life. Since space i n offices and homes is limited i n Spain, coffee
houses often take their place. A businessman may make his appointments at
"his" cafe, lawyers may interview their clients at cafes, while doctors,
newspapermen and others may chat w i t h members o f their profession at
these cafes. Some businessmen are known at a particular cafe, and waiters
receive and hold mail and other messages for them.
When a foreigner meets a Spaniard whom he would like to see again, he
should ask him i f he uses a cafe for his tertulia — the gregarious chat among
friends. I f the foreigner is interested in a man's particular profession, he is
likely to meet people in this line of business or profession at the cafe where
his Spanish friend takes his tertulia. There are no women present at a
tertulia.
Unfortunately or fortunately, depending on your taste, these cafe customs
are dying out. Among more modern businessmen, the custom is growing of
discussing business in the office and meeting a businessman's friends at his
club.
TRADE CUSTOMS
The Working Day. Most commercial transactions take place in company
offices at hours that are markedly different from the U.S.A. working day.
The Spanish executive may arrive at his office at 11:00 a.m., take a long
luncheon, return between 4:00 or 5:00 p.m., and then work until 9:00 p.m.
The siesta is falling into disuse in modern Spain. There is a scheme t o
eliminate i t and substitute a continuous eight-hour day. I t is, however, still
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common i n the southern part o f the country, where the midday sun is
strongest. In these areas, it is unwise to plan a business call between 1:00 and
4:00 p.m., especially in Andalusia.
Business Hours. In general, business hours extend from 9:00 a.m. to the
early evening (7:00 to 8:00 p.m.), with two to two and a half hours for
lunch. On Saturday, most firms are open from 9:00 to 1:00 p.m. In the
summertime, i t is important to inquire about hours, for they vary from firm
to firm.
Banking Hours. Throughout the year, most banks are open to the public
Monday through Saturday from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. There is some
variation i n different cities and seasons.
Business Calls. A n appointment is a must for visits t o business and
government offices. The best method for arranging an appointment is by
letter before arriving in the country. Sometimes, however, a businessman can
make arrangements by placing a call from his hotel.
Commercial Language. Spanish is the commercial language of the country,
although Catalan is widely used i n the Barcelona area. Many Spanish
businessmen, especially those of the old school, do not speak English nor do
they desire to do so. Thus business visitors can profit by having some
knowledge of Spanish. Otherwise, an interpreter is usually necessary.
Business Cards and Letters. Business cards should be printed i n both
Spanish and English. I f possible, correspondence should be i n Spanish,
although many large commercial firms conduct correspondence in English.
Trade Literature. I t is important to have sales material printed in Spanish.
Instructions for the use and servicing of products should also be in Spanish.
Weights and Measures. The metric system should be used when quotations
of weight or other measures are required. Under the metric system, one metric
ton is equal to 1,000 kilograms or 2204.6 pounds; one kilogram is equal to
2.2046 pounds. Mileage is measured in kilometers, one kilometer being equal
to approximately 0.62 of a mile. Distance is measured in meters, with one
meter being equal to 39.37 inches. Gasoline is measured in liters, with one
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United States gallon being equal to 3.7853 liters. Temperatures are measured
in centigrade units.
Although the metric system was introduced in Spain in 1859, many of the
old weights and measures are still in use. Under the old system the quintal is
equal to 220.4 pounds avoirdupois; the libra is equal to 1,014 pounds
avoirdupois; the arraba for wine is equal to three and one half imperial
gallons, while the arraba for oil equals two and three quarter imperial
gallons; one yard is equal to 1.09 varas; and the fanega is equal to one and
one half imperial bushels. Since weights and measures other than those of
the metric system vary from one part of the country to another, it is
advisable to insist on having them given in kilos, meters, or liters.
Scheduling a Business Trip. In addition to the holidays listed below on
which shops and offices are closed, each town and region holds fiestas for its
own patron saint at which time businesses either close or the business pace is
considerably slowed. It would be preferable to avoid business calls on those
days.
Spanish businessmen often attend the European trade fairs and attend and
exhibit at the Barcelona International Samples Fair during the first two
weeks in June. Attending such fairs is an item to consider when scheduling a
business trip.
The best months for business travel are October through June. After June,
many businessmen are on vacation and tourist traffic is very heavy. It is also
advisable to avoid the two weeks preceding and following Christmas, and the
week before and after Easter.
Spanish Holidays. All businesses are closed on the following holidays:
January 1
New Year's Day
January 6
Epiphany
March 19
St. Joseph
April (moveable)
Holy Thursday
April (moveable)
Good Friday
Easter Saturday
May 1
Labor Day
May (moveable)
Ascension Day
June (moveable)
Corpus Christi Day
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Feast of Saint Peter and Paul
National Day
St. James of Compostela, apostle of Spain
Assumption Day
Day of Caudillo
Columbus Day
A l l Saints Day
Feast of the Immaculate Conception
Christmas Day

Local Holidays:

Madrid
May 15

St. Isidro

Barcelona
April (moveable)
June 24
September 24
December 26

Easter Monday
St. John the Baptist Day
Our Lady of Mercy
St. Stephen's Day

Currency and Exchange. There are no restrictions on bringing dollars into
Spain. However, foreign visitors may bring i n only 50,000 pesetas. A l l
foreign exchange must be declared at the Spanish border.
Foreigners departing from Spain may take out as much foreign currency
as they declare on entry; however, only 3,000 pesetas may be taken out.
Foreign money can be exchanged for pesetas at banks, hotels, stores, and
travel agencies. Exchange and commission rates vary, with the banks usually
offering competitive exchange rates and the lowest commissions. The current
official exchange rate is 70 pesetas to the $1.00; prior to devaluation i n
November, 1967, the rate was 60 pesetas to the $1.00.
The peseta contains 100 centimos. Paper money is usually in denominations o f 100, 500 and 1,000 pesetas, while metal coins of 5, 25, 50 and
100 pesetas are used. Smaller coins o f 10 and 50 centimos are also i n
circulation.
Entrance Requirements. United States citizens need only a valid United
States passport for a stay of up to six months. After this period, the visitor is
considered a resident instead of a tourist. To remain in Spain as a resident,
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an American citizen must register w i t h the police in his district and receive a
residence permit. As a resident, he comes under Spanish tax regulations.
Work Permits. Any foreigner who will be working in Spain must obtain a
work card from the Ministry o f Labor. I f a foreigner is starting a new
business, he must also obtain a certificate from the provincial tax office. A
work permit is not needed by sales representatives and those on temporary
business visits.

ROYALTIES, PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Royalties. Agreements granting a resident the right t o use a patent,
process, or similar property must provide protection for the owner both in
his own country and in Spain. Since Spanish law in this area is complex, the
use o f an attorney i n every case is mandatory. Furthermore, agreements
should be registered w i t h IEME t o insure that foreign exchange will be
available for the required payments. Payments are subject to the following
tax withholdings:
Royalties
14% (6% i f qualified as a technical service contract)
Copyrights
10%
Rental income 15%
Patents. Spain recognizes three types of patents:
1. Patents of Invention. This patent protects a method, technique, or
apparatus used i n production, but not the end product. Registration of a
patent of invention provides protection for 20 years, is not renewable, and
must be reduced to a working process in three years to remain in force.
2. Patents of Introduction.
This protects inventions patented or developed i n other countries. I t is based solely on applicant's statements, no
property right is acquired, patent life is ten years, and i t must be i n use
within three years to remain in force.
3. Petty Patents. These are issued for minor changes which improve an
existing tool, instrument, etc. Petty patents are published and may be
contested.
Patents granted by other countries are automatically protected in Spain
for one year within which period the owner may apply for a Spanish patent.
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Trademarks. A trademark is defined as anything distinguishing a product
from other similar products. A l l trademarks must be registered although
weight is given to international conventions and the principle of reciprocity.
Only one trademark can be obtained for a specific class o f products.
Registration affords protection for 20 years and is renewable indefinitely
thereafter for five-year periods.
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BASIS FOR UNITED STATES INVESTMENTS IN SPAIN

The Treaty of Friendship and General Relations, concluded in 1902, gives
Americans the right to travel and live in Spain and enjoy the same personal
and property protection rights as Spaniards. Americans are at liberty to
conduct business operations without being subjected to conditions more
burdensome than those imposed on Spanish subjects. Americans may own
Spanish real estate and exercise full power over their personal property
within Spain. United States citizens also have free access to Spanish courts
and are entitled to full legal representation. Spanish business and tax
laws do not discriminate between foreigners and Spanish citizens. The
only exceptions made for foreign enterprises are those discussed under
Investment

Factors.

TYPES OF ENTERPRISES

The Commercial Code of 1885 contains provisions about the types of
organizations permitted and the applicable regulations. Four types of
Spanish business entities are provided for:
The joint stock corporation — Sociedad Anónima
Limited liability company — Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada
Partnership — Sociedad Colectiva
Limited partnership — Sociedad en Comandita
Later laws and decrees have altered some provisions of the 1885 Code but
not its basic structure. All entities must be legally formed and inscribed in
the Mercantile Register. Only a sole proprietorship may be operated without
being formed as a legal entity. The business form used by the majority of
foreign investors is the local subsidiary. Tax, legal, and exchange control
factors all enter into the decision.
THE CORPORATION (SOCIEDAD ANONIMA OR S.A.)

The establishment, operation and dissolution of corporations are governed
by the law of July 17, 1951. The joint-stock corporation (S.A.) bears a
strong resemblance to its American counterpart, and has the same advantage
of personal liability being limited to unpaid consideration for which shares
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were issued. An S.A. must be domiciled in Spain and may be chartered for
an unlimited time, but is usually given a limited life which is renewable. The
words "Sociedad Anónima" or "S.A." must appear in the firm's corporate
name which must not duplicate that of any existing firm. At least three
persons are required to form an S.A.; no restrictions are placed on the
nationality or domicile of its founders. At any time subsequent to its
formation, the number of stockholders may be reduced to one.
Methods of Forming. Spanish law provides for two methods of formation:
the successive and the simultaneous. The simultaneous method is used when
the founders have sufficient capital to start operations. The successive
method is employed when a public share offering is needed to raise the
capital to begin the business. In the latter case, a prospectus must be issued,
the subscribers must approve the by-laws, and other formalities apply —
however, foreign investors rarely use the successive method. Then the public
contract, which must be inscribed in the Mercantile Registrar, can be drawn
up.
Mercantile Register. Inscription in the Mercantile Register, maintained in
all provincial capitals, is obligatory for corporations. For a foreign company
to be registered, a certificate must be issued by the Spanish Consul in the
firm's country stating that the firm is legally qualified to contract, is subject
to the laws of the home country, and is registered in the Spanish consulate.
The requisite documents for inscription in the Mercantile Register are:
(1) a notarized copy of the constitution of the company, along with the
name, purpose, and address of the company; (2) the amount of authorized
and paid-in-capital; (3) the names of the founders and the extent of their
contributions; (4) a description of the administrative structure; (5) arrangements for compensation of directors; and (6) voting provisions. Once
inscribed in the Register, a balance sheet covering operations of the preceding year must be presented annually.
Capitalization. There is no minimum capital requirement, but all companies capitalized at over P5 million must be formed as an S.A. Also, there
can be no authorized but unissued stock; capital must be fully subscribed
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and a minimum of 25% paid in at the time of incorporation either in cash or
non-monetary assets.
Shares. Shares may be registered or bearer, and cannot be issued for less
than par value. A register of subscribers must be kept for registered shares
and all transfers must be recorded in this register. Bearer shares are more
common; however, shares must be in registered form until they are fully paid
or i f required by special legal provisions. A l l share transfers must be through
a stockbroker or a notary. Shares of the same class of stock (common or
preferred) have equal voting rights. Shares with multiple voting privileges are
prohibited.
Management. Directors, elected by the stockholders, need not be Spanish
citizens, nor are they required to be stockholders. The number of directors is
fixed in the by-laws, and may be as low as one person. The only distinct
provision for members of boards is the requirement applicable t o mining
companies allowing foreigners to be members, but restricting their number in
proportion to their shares (maximum — 50%). The board of directors is the
administrative organ for the corporation, but boards may delegate some
functions to executives.
Auditors. Spanish corporations not listed on a stock exchange are not
required t o retain an independent auditor for their annual accounts. A
shareholder audit committee is chosen at the annual general meeting to
perform this task. Their job is mainly a formality, bearing little resemblance
to the duties of auditors in the U.S.A. I f all of the stockholders are members
of the board of directors, or if the shareholders are legal persons represented
by a director, the requirement for an audit committee does not apply.
Spanish corporations whose shares are quoted on the stock exchange
are required to retain an independent auditor who must belong to the
Instituto de Censores Jurados. There are few such auditors practicing i n
Spain and their duties are much less stringent than those of auditors in the
U.S.A. See Chapter V I for more detailed information on this subject.
Legal Reserves. I f a firm's profits after taxes exceed 6% of the nominal
capital, at least 10% of the profits must be set aside as a reserve. This is
explained in more detail on page 66.
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Registration Fees and Other Charges. The start-up costs of a Spanish

corporation will include the following: notary fees for documents, which
will vary according to the amount of authorized capital; fees for inscription
in the Mercantile Register; municipal license fees; and a 2.7% transfer tax on
nominal capital.
THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
(SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA OR S. R. L.)

This entity is similar to an S.A. and is subject to the same rules. It must be
domiciled in Spain, and the duration of its life is usually mentioned in the
contract. The limited liability company combines features of partnerships
and corporations. It is restricted to firms which are capitalized under
P5 million and is therefore employed principally by small and medium-sized
firms. Because of these limits, this form is little used by foreign investors.
The law of July 17, 1953 is the source of regulations for this entity. The
words "S.R.L." or "Sociedad Limitada" must appear in the firm's name,
which cannot duplicate that of another firm.
The company is formed by public contract, inscribed in the Mercantile
Register. Participating members cannot number more than fifty or be less
than two. Members bear no personal responsibility for the firm's debts; they
are liable only for the amount of their contribution. All participants have the
same rights.
Capitalization. The limited liability company has a fixed capital, divided
into equal shares. It does not require capital from the public. All of the
capital must be paid before the company begins operations. Capital cannot
exceed P5 million; above that amount an S.A. must be used.
PARTNERSHIP [COMPAÑIA (SOCIEDAD) COLECTIVA]

The Spanish Commercial Code of 1885 enumerates the legal provisions
concerning partnerships (articles 125 to 144). This entity closely resembles
the general partnership employed in the United States. The partnership
contract has to be filed and registered in the Mercantile Register. Each
partner has an equal voice in the conduct of the business and each, in turn, is
responsible for the liabilities of the enterprise to the full extent of his
commercial and personal property.
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The name of the firm may contain either the names of all partners or just
the names of one or some of the partners, followed by the words "y
compañia" (and company). The name may not include the names of
individuals who are not firm members.
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (SOCIEDAD EN COMANDITA)

This type of entity conforms to the limited partnership concept found in
the United States. It is made up of one or more limited (silent) partners who
invest capital but do not participate in the management of the firm, and one
or more active partners who manage the business. The legal basis of this
entity is also found in the Commercial Code of 1885 (principally in articles
145 to 150).
The name of the firm may include either the names of all the active
partners or the names of some of them followed by "y compañia." The
names of limited partners may not appear in the firm's name.
BRANCH OF A FOREIGN FIRM

To open a branch office, a foreign company must present for recording in
the Mercantile Register the following: the statutes, deeds or acts of the
constitution of the parent company; a local holder of the power of attorney
must be listed and his powers specified; a certificate issued by the Spanish
consul stating that the firm is constituted and authorized in accordance with
the laws of the country where it is domiciled.
The accounts of the parent company must be listed in the Mercantile
Register (a corporate subsidiary need inscribe only its own accounts).
A branch office in Spain has been infrequently used. The branch has been
used mainly in service industries and by oil companies engaged in prospecting in Spain. It presents several drawbacks for the foreign investor.
Permission must be obtained from the Spanish Foreign Exchange Institute
each time branch profits are transmitted abroad, and such permission is not
automatically granted. In addition, the creditors of the branch could extend
the branch's obligations to the parent company.
A recent development could stimulate the formation of more Spanish
branches of foreign companies. Prior to January, 1966, taxes on branch
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operations were based on total company profits on the basis of some relative
measure such as the ratio of branch sales in Spain to worldwide sales — even
if the branch itself operated at a loss. Since 1966, separate accounting for
tax purposes has been afforded to branches.
JOINT VENTURES

A law of December 28, 1963 provides for the formation of joint ventures
without creation of a separate legal entity. (The same law covers mergers of
one company into another or the creation of a new company for purposes of
effecting a series of mergers.) The basic purpose of the enabling legislation is
to permit firms to join together and receive tax benefits available under the
Development Plan.
Formation is by public document placed in the Mercantile Register. The
name can be one of the corporate partners with "y empresarios agrupados"
added. One person must be designated as responsible for management, but
liability is joint and unlimited. Once formed, the joint venture must then file
papers as to its purpose and the tax benefits being requested with the
Institute of Medium and Long Term Credit.
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THE SPANISH ACCOUNTING PROFESSION

The accounting profession in Spain is led predominantly by members of
the Instituto de Censores Jurados. A representative member of the Instituto
de Censores is a profesor mercantil; that is, a holder of a commercial school
degree, who has also specialized in accounting, taxation, statistics, or an
allied field. In addition to being a member of the Instituto, he would also be
a member of the Colegio Oficial de Titulares Mercantiles in the province in
which he lives. The Colegio is an organization of all holders of commercial
school degrees, regardless of specialization. Members of the Colegio are
called Titulares Mercantiles.
Without the degree of profesor mercantil a person may still have the
opportunity to become an assistant member of the Instituto de Censores.
The Instituto has attempted to require two years of apprenticeship and a
written thesis of its prospective members.
The Instituto de Censores has a fairly comprehensive code of professional
ethics and conduct, including a strict enjoinder against its members engaging
in incompatible occupations. Negligence or fraud are punished by suspension
or expulsion, respectively. The latest available membership figures indicate
about 430 members, slightly less than 60% being engaged in public practice.
The current membership is probably substantially larger since the Instituto
recently accepted, for a limited time, applications from all profesores mercantiles who could prove a degree of accounting experience and know-how,
relaxing the previous requirement restricting membership to profesores
mercantiles having formal accounting or statistical training.
LEGAL ACCOUNTING REQUIRMENTS

Spanish law requires that official accounting records be kept for each
firm. These formal records must be validated by paying a fee to a court
officer who stamps each page. Required records include a general ledger,
journal, minute book, and inventory book. These records are normally
bound and each page should be numbered and stamped with the official seal
of the court. The inventory book should be written up at each financial year
end and should contain details of all assets and liabilities shown on the
balance sheet. The problem of the frequently-kept two sets of books is
discussed in the following chapter on taxation.
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Generally, assets and liabilities are stated at cost, with the major exception
of firms that have taken advantage of the 1964 law concerning restatement
of assets (see Taxation). Since tax and book treatment of most transactions
usually correspond, refer to the tax section for a discussion of how specific
items such as inventory and depreciation are treated.
Legal reserve. The necessity for providing this reserve arises if the profits
after taxes exceed 6% of stated capital stock. The annual amount provided is
10% of total profits before income tax. This provision may be suspended
when the reserve is equal to 20% of paid-in-capital. The purpose of this
reserve is to provide a margin of safety against possible losses. When losses
are charged against the reserve, annual provision in succeeding profitable
years must be resumed until the reserve is once again at the 20% level.
Financial Statements. Financial statements, particularly the income statement, are considerably more concise and less informative than those
familiar to the United States' financial community. All debits are usually
presented on the left, credits on the right — even if the particular debit or
credit is an offset account such as the accumulated depreciation account.
Also strange to a foreigner's eye is the presentation of the income statement
in " t " account form.
Usually, debit and credit balances in accounts receivable and accounts
payable, respectively, are netted. Contingent liabilities are shown in the
balance sheet as contra items. There is no segregation of trade accounts
receivable and payable, these items being merged with notes and non-trade
assets and liabilities.
Authorized capital is shown on the credit side of the balance sheet. If it is
not fully paid up, the difference between the amount subscribed and the
amount paid is shown on the debit side as due from stockholders. The
amounts thus shown are not actual debts of the stockholders until the
unpaid balance of subscriptions has been officially called by the Board of
Directors.
Spanish terms used in financial statements and their English equivalents
are shown on the following pages:
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Spanish

English

Balance Curado el 31 de Diciembre de

Balance Sheet at December 31,

ACTIVO

ASSETS

Caja
Bancos
Efectos a Cobrar
Deudores Varios
Existencias
Costera a Valores
Edificios, Instalaciones,
Industriales y Terrenos
Obras, Instalaciones en Curso
Inversion de la Provision para
Inversiones
Inmuebles
Mobiliario
Dididenda a Cuenta
Cuentas Diverstas
Cuentas de Orden

Cash
Banks
Notes Receivable
Sundry Debtors
Inventories
Investments
Buildings, Industrial
Installations and Land
Work and Installations in Progress
Investment of the Reserve for
Investments
Real Estate
Furniture
Dividend Paid on Account
Sundry Accounts
Memorandum Accounts

PASIVO

LIABILITIES

Capital
Reserva (Lez 17/7/1951)
Reserva Voluntaria
Prevision para Inversiones
Fondo de Amortizacion
Regularizacion Lez 76/1961
de 23 de Diciembre
Bancos
Efectos a Pagar
Acrudores Varios
Cuentas Diversas
Cuentas de Orden
Perdidas y Ganancias
Remanente ejercicios anteriores
Beneficios ejercicios

Capital Stock
Reserve (Law 7/17/51)
Voluntary Reserve
Provision for Investments
Fund for Depreciation
Regularization Law 76
of December 23, 1961
Banks
Notes Payable
Sundry Creditors
Sundry Accounts
Memorandum Accounts
Profit and Loss
Balance of previous years
Profit for the year
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Spanish

English

Cuenta de Perdido y Ganancias
el 31 de Diciembre de

Statement of Profit and Loss
at December 31,

DEBE

DEBIT

Gastos Generales y Financieros
Asignacionas Estatutarias
Amortizaciones
Edificios instalaciones industriales
Inmuebles
Mobiliaria

General and Financial Expenses
Statutory Assignments
Depreciation
Buildings and industrial installations
Real Estate
Furniture

HABER

CREDIT

Remanente de Ejercicios Anteriores
Productos netos del Ejercicio

Balance of previous years
Net product of the period

LEGAL AUDITING REQUIREMENTS

The Commercial Code requires that annual audits be performed, usually
by two stockholders elected by the unanimous agreement of the stockholders at the general meeting of the company. The stockholder-auditors
may, if they wish, call in technical experts to help them. If unanimous
agreement cannot be reached, a majority vote representing at least 10% of
the paid-in-capital can elect the auditors who must be members of the
Instituto de Censores. More often than not, this legally required audit by
stockholders is rather limited and unproductive — the stockholder-auditors
are not necessarily either independent or accountants.
At any time, should one-third of the stockholders not agree with the
nomination of the statutory auditors, they may retain auditors to perform
regular audits or special investigations. In this case, the auditors must be
members of the Institute. Audits by members of the Instituto de Censores
are also required in the case of investment companies and when ordered by
authorities under law.
There are no Spanish auditing standards per se. Therefore, it is advisable
to inquire carefully about the audit performed or to be performed.
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Summary of the Overall Tax Structure. A major tax revision begun in
1964 has gone far in removing some of the major impediments to foreign
investment by simplifying and clarifying the Spanish tax structure, as well as
by improving the administration of taxes affecting foreign and domestic
companies. The Spanish tax system, nonetheless, is still fairly complex.
Spanish taxation, like tax systems in most countries, can be divided into
the primary classifications of direct and indirect taxes. Direct taxes include a
general income tax on individuals, companies and other legal entities, and an
inheritance tax. Direct taxes also include taxes imposed on a schedular basis;
that is, taxes imposed on various types of income. Taxes imposed on a
schedular basis are alternatively called schedular, production, or prepaid
taxes. They are unusual in that each schedular tax is imposed without
considering the overall income position of the taxpayer, and a taxpayer may
be liable for several schedular taxes. Each schedular tax has its own rules for
determining taxable income, and for reporting and collecting the tax.
Schedular taxes paid are creditable against a taxpayer's general income tax
liability and, since no refunds are granted if the schedular taxes exceed the
general income tax, the schedular taxes are in the nature of minimums. In
effect, the total tax paid will be the higher of the general income tax or
the total of the schedular taxes. Schedular taxes include: industrial tax,
tax on earned income, tax on income from movable capital, rural land tax,
and urban land tax.
Indirect taxes include a turnover (sales) tax, transfer taxes, luxury taxes,
special taxes, so called monopoly taxes, and customs duties. In the past,
indirect taxation has provided substantially more revenue than has direct
taxation, but it is expected that direct taxes will be the greater revenue
producer in the future. Partly this is because tax reform has reduced the
number of indirect taxes. Also, more efficient enforcement of income and
schedular taxes, rising rates, and an increasing direct tax base should contribute to a greater reliance on direct taxation.
Alava and Navarre. The provinces of Alava and Navarre have certain
privileges with respect to taxes collected within their jurisdictions. Although
generally their tax rates are similar to those in the rest of Spain, it is
particularly important to consult a local professional advisor before commencing operations in either of these provinces. Otherwise complications
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could arise, including the possibility of double imposition of taxes. A similar
precaution is advisable with regard to Spanish overseas provinces and possessions.
Income Taxes. The general income tax is levied on individuals, partnerships
and corporations. Income tax rates applied to individuals are progressive
with the effective rate ranging from 15% to 50%. General and limited
partnerships are taxed at a flat rate of 30% of net income. Corporations are
taxed at 30% plus a supplemental tax of 4%. Because the supplemental tax
of 4% is deductible in computing the 30% tax, the total effective tax is
32.8% [(30% x 96%)+ 4%]. For the period from November 28, 1967, to
December 31, 1968, partnerships and corporations will be subject to a 10%
surcharge. The surcharge is applied to the tax on profits in excess of 6% of
capital and free reserves, excluding the 4% supplemental tax.
Tax Treaties. Spain has signed tax treaties with France, Norway, Sweden,
and Switzerland. There are also partial agreements with Greece, Italy, the
United Kingdom, and the United States that cover only a few aspects of
taxation. For example, the treaty with the United States covers the double
taxation of profits from shipping. More complex tax treaties with the United
States, the United Kingdom, Germany, Austria, and Portugal are in the
negotiation stage.
INCOME TAXATION OF BUSINESS ENTITIES

At one time, tax evasion by Spanish companies was almost normal
behavior. This was partially due to the crazy-quilt nature of the old tax
system and probably more than a little due to the traditional view that in the
arena of taxation the taxpayer was the matador and the government was the
bull. Many Spanish companies maintained two sets of accounting records to
conceal profits from the tax authorities.
It has always been inadvisable for the foreign investor to participate in the
sport of tax evasion. Among the reasons for this have been the need for
reliable records by absentee owners, the emphasis on cost control by foreign
investors, the problem of transferring profits, and the ethics of the situation.
Even when foreign investors decide to pay full taxes, this issue may present
problems. For example, the purchase of a company or an interest in a
company in which considerable taxes have been evaded may result in
acquiring a large tax liability for pre-acquisition taxes or, even worse, an
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accusation of complicity in the matter. Also, foreign-owned enterprises are
sometimes scrutinized more carefully than domestic enterprises.
Income From Operations. As a result of the widespread tax evasion in
Spain, tax authorities have developed unique methods for determining taxable net income. One of these, the global evaluation method, determines
taxable net income without reference to the taxpayer's records. The other
two methods, individual assessment and committee arbitration are along
more conventional lines.
Global Evaluation. The system of global evaluation is uniquely Spanish.
On the basis of economic studies, total income is determined for an entire
industry or professional activity by an evaluation board made up of members
representing both government and taxpayers. Depending upon the nature of
the activity, the board will determine profits for a relatively small locality or
sometimes for the entire country. The total net income is then allocated to
taxpayers on the basis of indices such as the number of employees, sales
volume, use of raw materials, and the like. In this way, taxable income from
a trade or business is determined without recourse to the firm's books.
However, taxpayers who protest their assessments must open their books for
inspection. If taxpayers accept their assessments, the government is precluded from examining books for the assessment of this tax.
The global evaluation method applies only to income from regular operations. If a company has other types of income, such as from investments,
then its income tax determined by the global evaluation method is supplemented by income tax on the other types of income determined by individual assessment. Not every activity or business is taxed by the global
evaluation method. For example, small businesses are not covered by this
method. On the other hand, in several cases tax authorities have made
obligatory the use of the global evaluation method.
Until recently, the global evaluation method was favored by both government and taxpayer. The taxpayer generally preferred this method because he
would usually pay less taxes, sometimes half the taxes that would have been
paid on an individual assessment basis, and the government preferred this
method because tax evasion was reduced and tax collection was simplified.
Starting with the more successful companies and industries, the government now seems to be reversing past policy by phasing out the global
evaluation method. Under a new policy, certain firms have been precluded
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from using the global evaluation method. Precluded firms include those
whose issued capital is 100 million pesetas ($1,428,571) or over, those
whose annual sales exceed 300 million pesetas ($4,285,713), and all banks,
insurance companies, and other financial institutions. Since the individual
assessment method is considered to produce substantially higher taxes than
the global evaluation method, it appears that individual assessments will
become more widespread.
One point to keep in mind is that the global evaluation method of
taxation applies to earnings only from the particular trade or industry for
which the taxpayer is registered. An additional tax is payable on "atypical"
income; that is, income from operations other than those of the particular
trade or industry. Atypical income is taxed on the basis of individual
assessment.
Individual Assessment. Under the individual assessment method, taxable
income is reported through the filing of a tax return based on the taxpayer's books and records. Taxpayers who wish to be taxed on the basis
of individual assessment must make such election within the first month of
the taxable year. Otherwise the global method will be used unless the firm is
one of those precluded from using such method.
Committee Arbitration. Arbitration by committee is used to determine
taxable income where the global or individual assessment methods result in
disagreement. Any of the following may disagree:
1. The taxpayer — with the global evaluation method.
2. The government — with the taxpayer's recordkeeping.
3. The global evaluation board — on a basis for allocation.
Any of these parties may request an Internal Revenue Committee to arbitrate the taxable base. After committee arbitration, appeal may be made to
the tax courts, but in this event the amount of the tax assessed must first be
paid or, alternatively, a banker's guarantee may be given for the amount
of the tax.
Capital Gains and Losses. Corporate capital gains realized through the sale
or exchange of assets are included in taxable income; capital losses are not
deductible except as they may be offset against gains during the year.
Exceptions (not subject to tax) are capital gains which are reinvested in
business assets, and capital gains that arise from mergers and purchases of
businesses which are deemed to benefit the economy.
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Foreign Source Income. Resident companies (companies either locally
incorporated or which have their main office in Spain) are subject to Spanish
taxation on their world-wide income. Nonresident companies which are
doing business or earning income in Spain are taxed only on profits derived
in Spain.
Valuation and Revaluation of Assets. Normally, assets are recorded at
cost, and gains and losses are recorded only upon sale or conversion of assets.
Because of inflation and widespread tax evasion, assets of some Spanish
firms have been grossly understated. For these reasons, a government decree
issued July 2, 1964 provided for asset revaluation at relatively favorable tax
rates. The decree permitted companies to revalue assets, to incorporate
previously concealed assets, and to cancel fictitious liabilites. The decree
applied to balance sheets as of December 31, 1964 and this permission
lapsed on June 30, 1966. The tax on revaluation of fixed assets was 0.15%
on the net excess over the old valuation, and this was reduced to 0.10% if
the revaluation was made voluntarily. Theoretically revaluation could be
compulsory; however, in practice it has only been voluntary.
Tax on the inclusion of concealed assets and the cancellation of fictitious
liabilities was 1.5% reduced to 1% if made voluntarily. In addition, income
tax was payable on the resulting increase in net worth.
Generally, revaluation was achieved by multiplying the original cost of the
asset and accumulated depreciation by certain specified co-efficients, and
adding improvements and subtracting any losses. The new valuation could
not be greater than the fair market value or replacement cost of the asset, and
became the basis for computing future depreciation.
The fact of revaluation must be disclosed in subsequent balance sheets. It
has been estimated that 7,000 firms, representing 20% of all companies, took
advantage of the law and revalued their assets. There is a possibility that the
opportunity for revaluation will be announced again in the future.
Deductions. As in the U.S.A., there are some specific rules in selected areas
but no hard and fast rules as to what constitutes deductible expenses in
every case. Generally, expenses that are ordinary, necessary, and reasonable
in producing business income are deductible. The evidential requirements for
deductibility are that the expenses be recorded in the formal accounting
records, and that they be supported by receipts. The following discussion of
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the more important deductions is obviously not applicable to taxpayers
whose tax is determined on the global evaluation method.
Depreciation. Depreciation must be computed on the straight-line basis
unless specific permission is secured to use another method. Tax and book
depreciation need not be in agreement.
A February 23, 1965 Treasury Department order contained maximum
rates for use with straight-line depreciation and maximum periods. Maximum
periods are necessary because companies may defer depreciation in years of
small or no profits, and make it up in later years. But in no case may an asset
be depreciated over a longer period than the allowed maximum. The following rates and periods are illustrative examples taken from the 1965 Treasury
Department order.
Maximum
Rate
3% - 4%

Industrial buildings
Plant and machinery
Vehicles
Bank buildings and dwellings

8% - 12%

12%
2%

Maximum
Period in Years
50
16
12
50

A taxpayer may apply for higher rates, but it will be necessary to prove that
actual depreciation is higher than provided by the rates authorized by the
Treasury Department.
In certain instances, usually in conjunction with tax incentive programs,
the tax authorities may grant the use of accelerated depreciation whereby
plant and machinery may be written off over five years, and even this may
be exceeded if the authorities feel that the national need is urgent. In
practice, each case is dealt with individually.
Inventories. For tax purposes, inventories are required to be valued at the
lower cost or market value, but no instructions are given as to how cost or
market value should be determined. Usually, cost is determined on the basis
of average cost, and market value is based on estimated selling price less an
allowance for selling expenses. In practice, the tax authorities tend to accept
almost any reasonable basis of inventory valuation.
Operating Losses. A major change in the tax reform law permits losses to
be carried forward for five years if they have not resulted from the sale of
assets or depreciation in excess of a straight line rate. There is no provision
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for carry back of losses.
Interest Expense. Interest paid to unrelated parties is deductible. Interest
paid to a related party such as a partner is not deductible. An important
modification made since the tax reform is the allowance of a deduction for
interest paid by Spanish subsidiaries on loans made by parent companies or
affiliates.
Taxes. National schedular or production taxes are not deductible; they are
creditable against the general income tax liability. With the exception of the
supplemental 4% tax on corporations, the general income tax itself is not
deductible for its own computation. Local surcharges and indirect taxes are
deductible in computing taxable income.
Bad Debts. A provision for bad debts under the reserve method is not
deductible. The specific charge off method is allowed, but specific bad debts
may be deducted only when it is possible to prove that the debt is actually
uncollectible.
Charitable Contributions. Charitable contributions are deductible only if
made to universities or other approved institutions.
Profit-Sharing Distributions. Profit-sharing distributions to directors,
employees, or workers are deductible if paid pursuant to a legally-binding
agreement. However, deductions for profit-sharing distributions to directors
are limited to 10% of the annual profit.
Insurance Premiums. Premiums for insurance on company-owned assets
are deductible. If self insurance reserves are provided in lieu of regular
insurance, an amount equal to what the commercial premium would be on
the coverage provided by the reserve is deductible.
Compensation. Compensation, bonuses, and commissions are deductible
when they are ordinary and reasonable. It is customary in Spain to engage
employees at fixed after-tax salaries. When these salaries are grossed up for
tax purposes, and the employer pays the tax on the grossed-up amounts, the
gross salaries become the amounts deductible for tax purposes. For example,
assume that an employment contract provides for a salary payment of
10,000 pesetas and that the rate of tax is 25%. Of the grossed-up amount of
13,333 pesetas (10,000÷75%), the employer pays 10,000 pesetas to the
employee and 3,333 pesetas as tax. The full cost of 13,333 pesetas is
deductible as compensation.
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Tax Credits.

For Dividends Received. To provide relief from the double taxation of
dividends paid by one company to another, a tax credit is allowed equal to
the tax on 33% of the gross dividends received. Credit is also allowed against
the recipient company's general income tax liability for the amount of the
dividend withholding taxes. In effect, this means that only 67% of dividend
income is taxed. These rules also apply to dividends received from abroad if
the Spanish company owns at least 25% of the foreign company.
For Foreign Taxes Paid. Unless a tax treaty specifies otherwise, foreign
taxes paid on foreign source income can be credited against the Spanish
income tax up to a maximum of what the Spanish income tax would have
been on that amount of income.
For Schedular Taxes Paid. As previously mentioned, the schedular or
production taxes, which are discussed in detail later in this chapter, are
credited against the general income tax.
Tax Incentives. Tax incentives are generally in the form of tax exempt
reserves or tax rebates. Additional incentives are offered to certain types of
investment holding companies.
Capital Investment Reserves. Corporations are permitted to set aside up to
100% of their undistributed profits in 1967 and 1968. For future years,
the corporation may set aside up to 50% of its undistributed profits provided the before-tax profits exceed 6% of the total equity. To qualify for tax
exemption such funds must be invested in the year for which the tax exemption is claimed. The funds must be invested either in fixed assets used in
the business or in certain stocks or bonds approved by the government.
Tax Rebates. Tax rebates are available to both foreign and domestic
companies making investments in specially designated promotion or development zones. Rebates of up to 95% may be granted on the following taxes:
1. Turnover taxes and custom duties on the purchase of equipment.
2. Transfer taxes on forming corporations, issuing shares, etc.
3. License tax during period of installation.
4. Tax on bond interest or interest on loans to finance the enterprise.
5. Certain local taxes.
There is also a rebate available of up to 80% of the urban land tax and
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surcharges, as well as full rebates of local building taxes. In respect to
purchases of land and buildings, there can be a full rebate of registration and
stamp taxes on transfers in certain of the development zones.
Special Incentives for Investment Holding Companies. To provide a source

of risk capital, the new tax law provides special incentives to certain
investment holding companies. These investment holding companies must
invest most of their assets in securities; usually securities that are traded on a
stock exchange. Regulations limit securities that may be owned in any one
company. Foreign ownership of up to 50% of these investment holding
companies is permitted. With permission of the Council of Ministers, higher
percentages of foreign ownership may be allowed.
The incentives available to these holding companies are an exemption
from the corporate income tax, a reduction of up to 40% of the capital
transfer tax, and exemptions from certain local taxes. In addition, shareholders of these companies are exempt from the withholding tax on dividends.
Taxation of Branches. Branches of nonresident companies are taxed only
on profits derived in Spain. This general rule of taxing branches of nonresident companies only on profits derived in Spain is easier to formulate than
to accomplish. One problem is the apportionment of income and expense
between a branch and its home office outside of Spain. This situation is
normally resolved on the basis of the particular facts. Spanish tax authorities
do not hesitate to adjust the taxable income of a branch if they feel that the
home office is manipulating the accounts to reduce the profits derived in
Spain.
To obtain deductions for allocable portions of certain kinds of joint
expenses, such as general and administrative expenses, it may be necessary
for the Spanish branch to furnish the tax authorities with records of its
world-wide operations. The allocable portion of the joint expense must also
be recorded in the books of the Spanish branch. If the records of the branch
are too fragmented to present a fair picture of profits, the tax authorities
will often estimate the taxable income by comparing the branch with a
Spanish company engaged in similar activities. It is likely that in difficult
cases the tax authorities will fall back on the familiar — but officially
discarded — method of determining income as a percentage of world-wide
profits.
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As in the case of business entities, an individual's tax liability is the higher
of his liability for general income tax, or a combination of the schedular
(production) taxes to which he may be subject. Generally, most individuals'
schedular taxes are higher than their general income tax, thus eliminating
any liability for general income taxes. Stricter tax administration and higher
rates, both of which are in the offing, should increase the importance of the
general income tax on individuals. As an example of the stricter tax administration, a taxpayer is now required to file an income tax return before he
may reregister his automobile.
Computing Taxable Income. Residents of Spain (individuals who reside in
Spain for more than six months during the calendar year) are taxed on
income derived from all sources; nonresidents are taxed on income derived
only from Spanish sources. As with corporations, the global evaluation
method may be used to establish the taxable income of individuals. Additionally, a crude net worth approach is sometimes used to determine income
by taking into account whether a taxpayer's apparent consumption exceeds
his declared income. The net worth approach consists of a prescribed
formula for determining income on a consumption basis. So much income
per horsepower for each car is ascribed, so much for a chauffeur, and so
on. This approach may be used only if income determined on an apparent consumption basis exceeds the taxpayer's declared income by more
than 20%.
Individuals whose total income does not exceed 200,000 pesetas need not
file a tax return. For individuals whose income is derived entirely from
personal serivces, this limit is raised to 300,000 pesetas. However, employers
are required to withhold 14% on salaries in excess of 75,000 pesetas per
year, and 20% on director's fees. Such withholdings are treated as payments
for the account of the employee's income tax liability.
Capital Gains. Generally, capital gains are not taxable. However, gains on
sales of real property held for less than 3 years and on personal property
held for less than one year are taxable unless the proceeds of sale are
reinvested in similar property within one year.
Exemptions. If an individuals's taxable income is less than 1,600,000
pesetas, he is allowed an exemption of 40,000 pesetas for his spouse and
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25,000 for each dependent child under 25 years. In addition, salaries are
exempt to the extent of 25% of the first 500,000 pesetas, and 20% of the
next one million pesetas, making a maximum total exemption of 325,000
pesetas. As illustrated in the sample tax computation on page 80, these
exemptions (for wife, children, and salaries) are in effect a credit at the
average rate. Thus, if an individual has an allowable exemption of 600
pesetas and an average tax rate of 20%, he would be entitled to a credit of
120 pesetas. Exemptions or allowances are also provided for life insurance premiums and certain types of investment income, and these also are, in
effect, a credit at the average rate of tax.
Investments. A tax allowance is granted for investments made during the
tax year in fixed income stocks, or debentures quoted on the stock
exchange, or government bonds. The maximum investment which can be
taken into account in calculating this allowance may not exceed 25% of total
income for the year. The amount of the allowance is calculated by applying
the percentage of the taxable income represented by the investment to the
difference between the total tax and the taxes paid by deduction from
income, as shown in the sample tax computation on page 84.
Deductions. Deductions for personal expenses are more limited than in
the U.S. For example, medical expenses are deductible only when incurred
by disabled taxpayers, or when the expense is extraordinary. Local taxes,
certain charitable contributions, interest on business indebtedness, and
alimony are deductible.
Tax Table for Individuals. The rates of tax are as follows (all amounts are
in pesetas). There is a limit of 50% on the average total rate of tax.
From

To

0

100,000

100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000

200,000
300,000
400,000
500,000

Rate

Tax
payable

Total tax
payable

15 %
18.2
20.6
23.0
25.4

15,000
18,200
20,600
23,000
25,400

15,000
33,200
53,800
76,800
102,200
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16.60
17.93
19.20
20.44
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From
500,000
600,000
700,000
800,000
900,000
1,000,000
1,100,000
1,300,000
Over

To

Rate

600,000
700,000
800,000
900,000
1,000,000
1,100,000
1,300,000
1,600,000
1,600,000

27.8
30.5
33.4
36.3
39.2
42.1
47.2
56.1
61.4

OF INDIVIDUALS

Tax
payable

Total tax
payable

Average
total rate

27,800
30,500
33,400
36,300
39,200
42,100
94,400
168,300

130,000
160,500
193,900
230,200
269,400
311,500
405,900
574,200

21.66
22.92
24.23
25.57
26.94
28.31
31.22
35.88

SAMPLE TAX COMPUTATION
Facts:
A married man with no children has the following income:
Income from investments
Earned income
Total

Pts. 3,358,204
547,514
Pts. 3,905,718

Tax has been deducted:
On earned income Pts. 81,902.
On investment income Pts. 503,730.
He pays a life insurance premium of Pts. 10,000.
He has invested Pts. 660,000 in qualified investments.
Tax Computation:
Total income
Deduct life insurance premium
Taxable income

Pts. 3,905,718
10,000
3,895,718

Tax applying the scale

1,983,770

Maximum charge - 50% of 3,895,718
84
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Deduct taxes paid:
on earned income
on investment income

81,902
503,730
Sub-total

585,632
1,362,227

Exemptions:
Wife — does not apply (total income is
in excess of 1,600,000 pesetas)
Salary - 25% of 500,000 20% of 47,514

125,000
9,502
134,502
67,251

Pts. 134,502 at 50%
Investments:
Limit 25%of Pts. 3,895,718 = 973,929
Invested
660,000
660,000 X 100 _
3,895,718
Pts. 1,362,227 at 16.94%=
Net amount payable

230,761

298,012
Pts. 1,064,215

SCHEDULAR (PRODUCTION) TAXES

Schedular or production taxes are imposed on both individuals and
companies by the national government. In addition, local tax authorities
may levy a surcharge on schedular taxes. Payments of the national portion of
these taxes are creditable against the general income tax liability. The
following paragraphs describe the various schedular taxes.
Industrial Tax. The industrial tax is a two-part tax on the commercial and
industrial activities of both companies and individuals. One part is a license
fee and the other a tax on income or benefits derived from commercial or
industrial activities.
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Fiscal License Fee. A fiscal license fee is paid annually by individuals and
all other business entities for the privilege of engaging in commercial and
industrial activities. The amount of the fee varies widely depending on the
type of activity, size, locality, and other pertinent factors. A firm that
engages in more than one activity will be liable for a fiscal license fee for
each activity. Local authorities may levy a surcharge on this fee, but the
total fees are relatively small.
Tax on Profits and Benefits. The tax on profits and benefits is levied at
the rate of 20% of the taxable income of each separate commercial or
industrial activity carried on by companies and individuals. Losses of one
activity cannot be offset against profits of another. Losses can be carried
forward five years, but can only be offset against profits derived from the
same activity as that on which the loss was incurred. Profits are determined
in the same way as for the general income tax; that is, either the global
evaluation or individual assessment methods are used. This tax constitutes a minimum tax liability in that if the combined taxes of the various
taxable activities exceeds the liability for general income taxes, then these
combined taxes become the tax liability for the year.
Individuals are allowed a 30,000 peseta exemption against this tax, and
are not liable for this tax unless their license fee exceeds 1,500 pesetas a
year.
Tax on Earned Income. The tax on earned income is the schedular tax
that applies to most individuals in Spain and to some companies that derive
income from personal services. Income from professional services is taxed on
a different basis than salaries and other earned income.
Income

from

Professional

Services.

The tax on earned income when

applied to professional services of individuals and firms is similar to the
industrial tax that has just been discussed. However, for this tax only the
global evaluation method can be used to determine professional taxable
income. The tax rate of 14% is applied to gross income determined on a
global basis, less a percentage deduction that varies from profession to
profession. A small fixed license tax is also applied.
Salaries and Other Earned Income. The tax on earned income applies to

all forms of compensation for services other than income from professional services described above. This includes salaries, wages, partner86
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ship earnings, commissions, directors' fees, managers' fees, and the like.
There is a basic exemption of 75,000 pesetas and special exemptions for
large families. Employees with 12 or more dependent children are entirely
exempt from this tax; employees with 4 to 7 dependent children receive an
exemption of 250,000 pesetas; and employees with from 8 to 11 dependent
children receive an exemption of 400,000 pesetas.
In most cases, employers must withhold these taxes and remit them to the
government every calendar quarter. The employer is given a one percent
allowance to defray his administrative expenses. The rate of tax varies
depending upon the type of earnings. Some examples follow:
Salaries and related payments
Earnings of partners
Earnings of commission agents
Directors' fees

14%
15%
10%
20%

Laborers have recently become subject to this tax, but only on annual
income exceeding 100,000 pesetas.
Tax on Income from Movable Capital. This tax on income derived from
movable or invested capital is levied on all individuals and legal entities. The
tax rates vary, depending on the type of income: dividend, interest, royalty,
leasehold, and the like. Normally, the tax is withheld at the source.
Nonresidents are subject to this tax on all income which is considered to
be derived from Spanish sources. Dividends and interest paid by a permanent
establishment to a nonresident company or individual are subject to this tax
to the extent that the income can be attributed to the Spanish establishment. The amount of income so attributed is determined by an Internal
Revenue Committee which may take into consideration the percentage of
the company's volume, assets, and capital in Spain versus that outside of
Spain.
The following tax rates are applied to some of the more important types of
income from movable capital:
Full
Rate
15%
24%

Dividends
Interest
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Effective
Rate
15%
24%
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Royalties — on 70% of gross Royalties
Royalties in connection with economic development
of Spain - on 30% of gross royalties
Income from leasing - on 75% of gross income

TAXATION

Full
Rate

Effective
Rate

20%

14%

20%
20%

6%
15%

Rural Land Tax. All usable or potentially usable agricultural lands are
subject to the rural land tax. This tax is levied on real or potential income
derived from the ownership or possession of rural property. For individuals,
this tax is levied in two parts — a fixed tax and a proportional tax. Companies are only subject to the fixed tax.
Fixed Tax. The fixed tax is based on real rents or on rents based on the
catastral valuation (the value of the land on the real estate rolls). On the
national level the fixed tax rate is 10%. However, when local surtaxes and
surcharges are included, the total effective rate may be as high as 25%.
Proportional Tax. This part of the rural land tax is based on estimated or
actual profits from the exploitation of rural land at a rate of 17.5%. If the
catastral value of the land is 100,000 pesetas or less, there is no liability for
this tax.
Urban Land Tax. This tax on urban rental values is levied on all owners of
land. The starting point of the tax is gross rental income which is considered
to be the higher of either 4% of the cadastral value of the urban property or
the actual gross rent received. Net income is computed by subtracting 30%
of the gross income as an allowance for expenses. The rate of tax is generally
about 40% of which 20% is the national portion and roughly another 20%
is for local taxes and surcharges.

INHERITANCE AND GIFT TAXATION

Summary. A new succession tax, imposed on each heir, has replaced all
previous estate taxes. The rate of tax varies depending on the value of the
property inherited and the closeness of the heir's relationship to the deceased. For example, a spouse or children of the decedent are taxed at 3% on
bequests of up to 10,000 pesetas while property valued at over 100 million
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pesetas inherited by nonrelations of the deceased is taxed at 84%. Surcharges
are applied to estates of over 10,000,000 pesetas.
The succession tax is levied on the entire estate of Spanish residents,
whether the property is located in Spain or abroad. In the case of nonresidents, the tax is limited to property located in Spain. Gift taxes are imposed
at the same rates as the succession tax.
Notional Succession Duty. A peculiar feature of the new succession tax is
the notional succession duty. This is an annual tax of .5% payable by legal
entities on property that cannot be transferred by the death of an individual;
for example, property held by sport or fraternal clubs and associations, and
educational or charitable organizations. Resident organizations must pay the
tax on all assets that come under this classification, while nonresident
organizations pay only on assets located in Spain.
INDIRECT TAXES

Turnover (Sales) Tax. The turnover tax is actually a multi-step sales tax
levied on each sale of a product, good, or service as it completes its cycle
travelling from manufacturer to manufacturer, and from manufacturer to
wholesaler. Usually, sales made by retailers to ultimate consumers are not
subject to turnover tax. The turnover tax, which was instituted as part of the
1964 tax reform, is assessed on all sales or transfers, construction work,
services, exports and imports, leasing of moveable property, products used by
a company that ordinarily sells them to others, and numerous other transactions. In addition to the turnover tax, imports are subject to a compensation or equalization tax which is levied on the imported value of goods plus
custom duties paid. This is to equalize for the cumulative effect of the series
of turnover taxes carried by internally produced goods.
Turnover tax is assessed on sales price, excluding discounts and the tax
itself. There are numerous exceptions to application of the turnover tax. One
important exception is a tax rebate of up to 95% on equipment purchases in
the case of companies setting up industries in industrial development areas.
There are also many transactions which are exempt from the tax. These
include sales of books, newspapers and magazines, sales of important consumer goods such as bread and meat, sales of agricultural products, transfers
of real property subject to transfer taxes, professional services, etc.
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Although sales made by retailers to ultimate consumers are usually not
subject to tax, an important exception exists with respect to very large
retailers that normally buy directly from manufacturers rather than wholesalers. To avoid missing a step in turnover taxation, these large retailers are
also subject to turnover tax.
The rate of tax varies with the type of transaction and the parties to the
transaction. Provincial turnover tax is added to all but import or export
transactions. Some examples of turnover tax rates follow:
Turnover Tax Rates
National
Provincial
Cumulative
Sales, deliveries, or transfers by manufactureres to wholesalers
1.50%
0.50% 2.00%
Deliveries and transfers by manufacturers to their own wholesale establishment open to the public

1.50%

0.50% 2.00%

Sales, deliveries, or transfers by manufacturers to wholesalers where:
a. Cement and ceramics are involved.
b. Glass paper carton, cardboard,
and trays for vehicles are involved

3.00%

0.50% 3.50%

4.00%

0.50% 4.50%

Sales, deliveries, or transfers by manufacturers to retailers or ultimate consumers (computed by adding .30% to
national and .10% to provincial rates)

1.80%

0.60% 2.40%

Sales, deliveries, or transfers by wholesale merchants

0.30%

0.10% 0.40%

Rendering of personal services, execution of leases on personal property,
construction, advertising, hotel and
restaurant services

2.00%

0.70% 2.70%

Motion picture shows

2.00%

0.70% 2.70%

Other public entertainment

1.00%

0.35% 1.35%
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The State turnover tax on insurance is 1% or 2%, depending upon the type
of insurance involved. Activities of banks and savings institutions, such as
loans, credits and deposits, are subject to turnover taxes at varying rates.
Normally the seller collects the turnover tax and remits it to the Government.
Transfer Taxes. The transfer tax was introduced in 1964 as one of the
offsprings of tax reform. The transfer tax evolved from several previous
transfer taxes and, for this reason, it must be discussed almost as three
different taxes: first, as a tax on all types of transfers or sales of property
other than those transfers which would be subject to turnover or inheritance
taxation; second, as a tax on certain classes of documents; and third, as a tax
on a sale of real property held for more than three years.
Transfers Taxes on Sales of Property.

From the standpoint of a foreign

investor, the most important aspect of the transfer tax is the tax on the
formation, merger, reorganization, and liquidation of companies. Upon the
formation of a company, a tax of 2.7% is applied to the total capital
represented by securities. In general, the same 2.7% tax is levied on
subsequent increases of capital. However, the rules are somewhat different
for above par issues, non-voting securities, and public issues, and in some
cases the tax may be paid by stockholders.
If contributions of real property are made, the transfer tax is assessed at a
rate of 7.4%; contributions of personal property are assessed at 4%. The
7.4% and 4% are also payable on any transfers or sales of real or personal
property, respectively, unless these transactions are in the ordinary course of
business and therefore subject to turnover tax.
Mergers or reorganizations are taxed at 2.7% of the net worth of the
company or companies involved, unless specifically exempted by the
Government as being in the national interest. This tax is payable by both
companies where a new company is created; only the net worth of the
absorbed company is taxed where one entity absorbs another. Stockholders
who receive property in liquidation or partial liquidation of a company are
primarily liable for the payment of a transfer tax at a rate of 1.7% of the
value of the property received.
Foreign entities are taxed on the amount of capital that is transferred to a
permanent establishment in Spain.
Transfers of stock and other shares in companies are subject to a 2%
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charge, except when the transactions are made through a broker or on a
stock exchange. Then the transaction is taxed on a sliding scale which
approximates .1%. Unsecured and secured bond issues and modifications are
taxed at 2.7%.
Additionally, a wide range of other transactions are subject to transfer
taxes, some of which are listed below:
Unsecured loans
1.1%
Secured loans
1.9%
Guaranteed loans
1.4%
Contracts for services
1.4%
Rental of personal property or services
1.4%
Rental of urban real estate —
on a sliding scale, approximately
.3%
Creation or assignment of pension
4.6%
Granting of permanent concession
2.3%
Assignment of concessions,
except mining concessions
3.4%
Assignment of mining concessions
6.5%
Transfer Tax on Documents. This aspect of the transfer tax is the revised
version of the former stamp taxes. The tax is levied at rates provided in
the law, usually at graduated rates based on the value of the documents.
Its most important application is to bills of exchange and related instruments. Probably its least likely application to foreign investors is the
tax on honors and titles. In the middle ground are the taxes on notarized
documents, permits, court decisions, certificates, and practically all official
documents. Of potential future interest is the tax on the authorization to
list foreign securities on a stock exchange, taxed at 1% of the par value of
the securities.
Sale of Real Estate. This tax is officially known as a tax on the increasing
value of rural and urban real estate. Although it is part of the 1964 tax reform, its effective date awaits a governmental decree which has not yet been
issued. The purpose of this tax is to fill a void in the tax system by taxing
individuals on profits derived from sales of real estate that have been held for
more than three years, since this class of gains has escaped taxation up to
now. This tax does not apply to business entities, which are already taxed on
all capital gains, and it will also not apply in instances where a prior municipal tax is in existence.
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Rates vary between 17% and 25% depending upon the proportion of
increase of value to the cost of the property and the length of time for which
the property has been held. The tax is levied on the seller's gain, or more
technically, the excess of the value of the property at time of sale over its
original cost basis.
Luxury Taxes. The luxury tax accounts for approximately as much
revenue as the turnover tax, but less than the prime revenue producer,
customs duties. Unlike the turnover tax, it is a single-stage tax, sometimes
assessed on the retail price of a taxable article, and sometimes on the
wholesale price. This tax is fixed by the Ministry of Finance and varies
according to specific classes of items.
Many items are classified as luxuries for purposes of this tax. Among them
are: automobiles, pleasure boats and airplanes, leather goods, perfume,
liquors, high-octane gasoline, radios and television sets, jewelry, watches,
firearms, tobacco, and many more.
Customs Duties. Customs duties are the prime revenue producer for the
Spanish Government. As is the case with most customs duties, in addition to
raising revenue, they are also used as a means of protecting domestic
producers from foreign competition. The latter purpose is also accomplished
by import quotas, Buy-Spanish regulations, and other import regulations.
Even with recent selective tariff cuts, Spanish customs duties are still among
the highest in Europe, averaging approximately 30%. The highest customs
duties, running between 30% and 40%, are applied to manufactured and
capital goods. Often, lower rates are temporarily instituted on certain articles
which are not produced in Spain or are in short supply. Compensatory and
equalization taxes are also levied on imports to make up for the Spanish
turnover tax and other taxes not imposed on goods manufactured in other
countries.
Other Indirect Taxes. Special taxes are levied on alcoholic products
including beer, nonalcoholic drinks, chicory, sugar, and petroleum products.
The rates, which vary according to class of goods, are levied on wholesale
prices and cannot exceed 8%. Although special taxes are covered very briefly
here, they account for a substantial portion of tax revenue, ranking fourth
after customs duties, turnover and luxury taxes.
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The profits derived from government-owned monopolies on gasoline and
tobacco production in certain areas are often referred to as a monopoly tax
although it is not actually a tax.
Payroll Taxes. Taxes and other payments in connection with wages and
salaries may run as high as 50% of payroll. They include: (1) unified social
security program, (2) accident insurance, (3) family allowances, and (4)
mutual benefit insurance. It is important to bear in mind that most payroll
taxes are computed on legally-established salaries unless the employee is
being paid more, and the employee and employer agree to pay taxes on this
higher amount to secure additional coverage.
Unified Social Security Program. The unified social security program,
administered by the National Institute of Social Insurance, includes old age
and disability pensions, health insurance, family subsidies, unemployment
insurance, syndicate dues, and vocational training. Executive personnel are
excluded from all but family subsidies, vocational training, and syndicate
dues. Employees having legal salaries in excess of 66,000 pesetas a year are
excluded from health insurance protection. All other employees are included
in health insurance protection except foreign employees from countries
which do not have social security treaties with Spain. The following table
presents the percentage contributions made by employers and fully covered
employees to the unified social security program:
Employer Employee
Total
2.40%
0.65%
3.05%
6.00
2.40
8.40
2.90
3.55
0.65
0.80
0.20
1.00
1.50
0.30
1.80
0.67
0.13
0.80
14.27%
18.60%
4.33%
Accident Insurance. All employers must protect their employees by
buying accident insurance policies, akin to workmen's compensation insurance in the U.S. As with workmen's compensation insurance, accident
insurance rates vary from industry to industry according to therisk.The
rates are set by the National Institute of Social Insurance, which administers
the program, and are paid by employers along with taxes imposed by the
unified social security program.
Old age and disability pensions
Health insurance
Family subsidies
Unemployment insurance
Syndicate dues
Vocational training
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Family Allowances. Each employer is required to distribute family allowances to employees. The amount is based on a percentage of payroll that
varies depending upon the industry concerned. The program is administered
by the National Institute for Social Insurance. The average employer contribution is 20% of payroll. Monthly distributions to employees depend
upon the number of dependents each employee has. The apparent duplication between this employer-contribution and the family subsidy tax under
the unified social security program will be ended when the family subsidy is
phased out. Employers deduct payments for family allowances from their
monthly remittances of social security taxes.
Mutual Benefit Insurance. Employers contribute between 5% and 7% of
payroll; employees contribute between 3% and 4%. Here again, the rates vary
from one industry to another. The contributions are made to mutual benefit
societies that provide benefits in the form of subsidies, bonuses, disability
payments, loans, pensions, major medical insurance, and the like.
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